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I > ABST_CT
r'

I Investigation of problems related to the design and control

of a mobile planetary vehicle to _plement a systematic plan for

I the exploration of Mars has been undertaken. Problem areasreceiving attention include: vehicle configuration, control,

dynamics, systems and propulsion; systems analysis; terrain model-

I ing and _"

-_L,= selection; and chemical analysis of spec_ens The

following specific tasks have been under study: vehicle model

design, mathematical model of vehicle dynamics, exper_ental vehicle

dynamics, obstacle negotiation, electromechanical controls, remote

I control, collapsibility and deployment, construction of a wheel
tester, wheel analysis, payload design, system design optimization,

effect of design assumptions, accessory opt_al design, on-board

I computer subsystem, laser range measurement, discrete obstacle de-tection, obstacle detection systems, terrain modeling, path selec-

tion system s_ulation and evaluation, gas chromatograph/mass

I spectrometer system concepts, chromatograph model evaluation and

I improvement.

These tasks are defined in detail and the progress which has

i I been during period July I, to June 30,

I
achieved the 1972 1973 is
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i Anolvsis and Desig n of a Capsule l_nnding System
and Surface Vehicle Control System for Mars Exploration _..

I I. Introduct iou

i Current national goals in space exploration include a detailed studyand examination of the planet Mars. The effectiveness of Mars exploration
missions would be enhanced according to the extent to which the investigative

devices which are landed are mobile, to the range of their mobility, and to

I the ability to control their motion. In order to achieve basic mission objec-tives, and beyond that to maximize the return on the commitment of resources

to the mission, formidable technical problems must be resolved. The major

I factor contributing to these problems is the round trip conm_unications timedelay between martian and earth control stations which varies from a minimum

of about 9 minutes to a maximum of 25 minutes. This time delay imposes strin-

I gent requirements on the vehicle, on its control and con_nunication systems andon those systems included on board to make the scientific measurements, in

. terms of thei_ ability to function autonomously. These systems must be able
to operate with a high degree of reliability and must be capable of calling

I for earth control under appropriate circumstances.

A number of important problems originating with these factors and

I relating directly the basic missiou objectives of an unmanned exploration ofMars have been and are currently being investigated by a faculty-student pro-

Ject team at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute with the support of NASA

NGL-33-OIS-091.
This progress report describes the tasks which have been undertaken

and documents the progress which has been achieved in the interval July I,

1972 to June 30, 1973.

II. Definition of Tasks

The delay time in round trip con_nunlcatiou between Mars and Earth
gives rise to un;que problems relevant to martian and/or other planetary

I exploratlons. All phases of the mission from landing the capsule in the
neighborhood of a desired position to the systematic traversing of the sur-
face and the attendant detection, measurement, and analytical operations _

I must be constnnmated with a miuimlnn of control and instruction by earth based _units. The delay time requires that on board systems capable of making
rational decisions be developed and that suitable precautions be taken against _

i potentidl catastrophic failures. Four major task areas, which are in turn ?divided into appropriate sub-tasks, have been defined and are listed below. _

A. Vehicle ConfiRurationj Control, Dyuami.cs_. Systems..aud Propulsion.

I The objective of this task is the design of a roving vehicle for (the exploration of 14ars. This design i_cludes the aspects of

vehicle configuration, collapsibility for launch configuration,

I deployment, dynamics, motion and attitude control, capabilitydefinition, and performance evaluation. The efforts of this task :_

are made within the text of the mission definition and delivery

I sy8tm constraints. ,he ultimate goal "_ the development of a ;vehicle capable of operatise within the constraints of the Ha-s
miesion_ but flexible in design, to insure reliability with respect

| :.
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I to the unknowns of Mars, and to accommodate the alterations JI

in the mission as a result of information gathered during the !
exp loretion ""• }

B. Gener_tl Sy_tem_ Analysis. The objective of this task is to it

develop a framework within wisJci_decisions in design involving I
conflicting requirements can be made rationa]ly and in the con-

text of the whole system and mission. Relationships between I

alternative mission profiles and specifications and weight,

energy and space ailocation and management will be sought.

C. Surface Navisation and Path Control. Once the capsule is iand_d i
and the roving vehicle is in an operational state, it is nec_s-

I sary that the vehicle can be directed to proceed under remote
control from the landing site to specified positions on the
martian surface. This task is concerned with the problems of

terrain sensing, obstacle detection, terrain modeling, path se-I

i lection and navigation between the initial and terminal sites
when major terrain features precluding direct paths are to be

anticipated. On board decision making capability must be designed!

I to minimize earth control responsibility except in the most adverse
' circumstances.

I D. Chemical Analysis of Specimens. A major objective of martiansurface exploration will be to obtain chemical, biochemical or

q_.. biological information. Many experiments proposed for the

! mission require a general duty, gas chromotograph-mass spectro-
meter for chemical analysis. The objective of this task is to

generate fundamental data and concepts required to optimize this

chemical analysis system.t
III. Summary of Results

I Task A. Vehicle Configuration_ Control 2 Dynamics, S_stems and Propulsion

This broad task has been divided into the following subtasks: veh_.'le

, model design, construction and evaluation; mathematical modeling of vehicle dyna- '_
mics; experimental dynamics analysis; obstacle negotiation; electromechanical ,_

control systems and remote control; collapsibility and deployment; wheel test%rig i_

_ apparatus; and wheel analysis. A brief summary of the progress achieved in theprior interval in each of these areas follows below.

li A.I. Vehlc,le Design
The fmldamental features of a "third-generation deslKn" vehicle

have been developed and are shown to meet collapsibility, capsule|!

|j limitation, and launch configuration requir--nt,, b deployment scheme
It which is reliable and requires no special terrain for landing has been

developed. The present design allows for an emergency maneuver in which

li the vehicle can, in fact, reverse itself and provide the means for the+_+ vehicle to extricate itself from an impossible situation. A conservative

q_ estimate of the payload fraction of this vehicle Is shown co be equive-

U lent to that estimate for a six wheel vehicle. A 0.2 scale yah+tie has"+++,_ been built to demonstrate these capabilities.

i__ I_ A.I.,. D@Ii_ I Construction and Evaluation of 0,4 Sc, le Model+t Construction of a 0.A scale model og the RPI-_V has been

1974002964-007
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I essentially completed. The proposed deployment concept been
has

implemonted and shown to be effective. This model has been used r
for preliminary dyqa,_mic studies, the results of which are expected

to modify the design detail, ft is iutt,nded that this vehicle willbe fully automated and be tested dynamically on appropriate terrains

by remote control during t'.c......_ng, year.

I A.l.b. Vehicle Dynamics

i Equations describing the dynamic behavior of the RPI-_V usingthe bicycle configuration have been developed and are in the process

,_fbeing solved by digital computation. In addition, an analytical

model describing a three-dimensional three degree of freedom model is

I under development. The 0.4 mod_l has been tested on an electromagneticshaker and the experimental results which have been obtained are being

used to modify the detailed design of the vehicle. These mathematical

I studies c_nbined with the experimental studies are intended to providea sound basis for modifying the 0.4 model and at the same time permit-

ting extension of the design to a prototype.

[ A.I.¢. Obstacle Ne$otiation

A digital computer program has been developed to model a two

dimensional vehicle operating in a vertical plane as it traverses

steps, slopes and crevasses. The program provides knowledge on energy

requirements to overcome frictional and static torques. In addition,

the program includes a stability factor which indicates under whatobstacle circumstances the vehicle's stability may become marginal.

r These calculations and others to be made in the future will provide a

i li basis for sizing the motors for the vehicle.
A.1.d. Radio Control

I [ The objective of this task is to design, construct and implement ,,a remote control capability for the 0.4 scale model. The manual input
device, coummnd encoder, radio link and command decoder have been de- _

signed, built and tested with the exception of the clocks required atthe transmitter and receiver to synchronize the data reception with

the data transmission. Progress has been made on the control system

in the areas of speed control, command storage, and conversion toanalog levels. To complete the systems, sensors must be placed in the
vehicle and their output incorporated into the control systems. The
radio link and motor controls systems have been interfaced and used

to control the vehicle motors at three speed levels in both the
output

forward and reverse directions. As a first steps it is planned that the

complete radio system be installed to permit open loop manual control

I of the vehicle. This will be expanded first to close loop control andultimately to computer operation.

I A.2. .Collapsibility and I_pl_/ment
A solution for the problem of stovase of the RFI-MRV in the

Viking capsule and its subsequent deployment on Mars has been de-

I The vehicle is folded in such aI to locate the
ycleped. s ulnne_

center of the payload fraction on the canterline o£ the capsule, and
to locate the wheels in appropriate positioni. The deployment concept

I
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I
is such as to permit deployment on relatively difficult terrains, r

Further_noro, the particular configuration which has been devc_loped

allows the vehicle to reverse itself, if to avoid an ira-
necessary,

possible obstacle situation.

i A.3.a. Wheel 'roster and Grouser Design

A wheel tester system has been designed, built and used to test the

i RPI toroidal wheel and alternative grouser designs. Slip and power testshave been performed and evaluated for five alternative grouser designs.

A.3.b. Wheel Analysis

I Existing mathematical models for the design of the toroidal wheel

have been appraised and evaluated. A new iterative mathematical analy-

sis has been developed and has been applied to experimental data. Com-parison with experimental data and predicted results for concentrated
loads have proved to De favorable. Future work will be directed to the

problem of distributed loads.
Task B. General Systems Analysis

This task is subdivided into four subtasks and
major system modeling

design optimization; sensitivity of optimal designs; time simulation of vehicle

performance; and specification of an integrated MRV controller.
I"

l- B.I. System Modeling and Design Optimization

,_ During the past year, the objectives set for this subtask have

been achieved. Optimal deslgns have been identified and the implica- :

tlons of these results have been investigated for three major alterna-

tlve models, i.e. four-wheeled vehicle with direct earth link, six-

" wheeled vehicle with direct earth llnk and a four-wheeled vehicle with 7
it an orblter-earth llnk. These optimal designs specify values of the

parameters of the qystem, e.g., wei[ it an,"power allocations to the ::

_ vehicle subsystems and subsystem performance levels (communications
data rate, vehicle velocity, science time, etc.). It is believed that
the overall approach to the system analysis problem which has been

developed represents a contribution to the design methods for largeaerospace systems.

B.2. Sensitivity of Opthnal De si_s
The method for the linear approximation of effects of forced

perturbation of one of the parameters of a desIsn from Its optimal

I value has been derived. The sensitivity of the opthnal rover desisnswhich have been obtained are being investisated by this method.

I B.3. Tin__Simulation of Vehicle Performance
A simulation program that allows the investigation of the per-

i formauce of designs determined under B.I. in real-time has beenwritten. It is planned that theIe optimal deilgns be studied in the
real-t/me sense to determine their feasibility. The objective is to

analyze the performance of the designs identified under B.I. with

I dlffarlng Ltselon profiles and stochastic inputs, (tarra/n slopes,emergencies, etc.).

mm am
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I f
B.4. Specification of an Inter,rated HRV Controller

,B'" !,

The objective of this subtask is to investi_ate the performance i

I requirements and candidate designs for tileMRV on-board computer. Aqt, euing theory structure has been developed for determining the type i
of computer architecture appropriate for a given set of requirements. !

Task C. Terrain Sensing, Terrain Modeling, Obstacle Detection and I'ath Selection

This task deals with problems of terrain sensing, terrain modeling,

obstacle detection and selection for an autonomous roving vehicle. Specific
path

tasks receiving active effort include: the design of a laser rangefinder for

terrain sensing; design of a laser scan system; stochastic estimation of gradient;

I stereo and non-stereo obstacle detection systems; and path selection systemsevaluation.

I C.l.a. Laser Rangefinder Design: Pulse Amplification
Various systems by which a laser may be used for rangefinding

purposes in the range of 3-30 meters have been analyzed and evaluated.8"

_/_ || Optical focusing, timed pulse and phase comparison techniques were

"_i st compared. It has been concluded that a pulse amplification technique
or a hybrid system combining the timed pulse and phase comparison con-

; [ eepts are most promising. Of these two systems, pulse amplificationappear to be more suited for rapid terrain scanning. A preliminary de-

sign of a rangefinder based on pulse amplification has been completed
, |" and some of the required electronic components have been constructed

I_ and tested.

: ,: C.l.b. Laser Scan Systems and Laser Ran_eflnder Design: Phase Comparlson

i Alternative laser scan systems have been considered and an

I alternative utilizing digital deflection optics or a matrix of laser
[" diodes _nd a vlbratlng detector mirror which can meet the rapid scan _

: i I. requlre_ent has been developed. This scan system can support a pulse :_!
. ! amplification rangeflnder system su h as ".hat described under C.l,a.

i |._ above, ors system based on phase comparison as proposed under this

i |: task.
!

l [ [ A deslgn of a laser rangeflnder based on phase ccmparlson has
been developed and constructlon and testing of some of the electronic

" components has been completed. Unfortunately critical components could

not be constructed during this past period and a decisive appraisal of

[ the feaslbillty of the phase comparison method will have to be defer-red to the future.

U C.2. Terrain ModelinR and Ob_stacle Detection

C.2.a. Error AnnlFsie and,,$toc,.hestic Fit for Gradients

An analysis of the effect of measurement errors, i.e., range
and elevation and azlmuthal anales, on the gradient of terraln in

the 3-30 utter ranse has been undertaken. It is found that moasure-

meat errors ori$inat/nS with vehicle motion, (i,e. roll, pitch andheave) result In very larse errors in eetintting the in-path and

croat-path 81ope8 and the 8radleut. It is coucluded that a rapid

|
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scan system should be used to eliminate these errors. AssuminF a
rapid scan system obviating vehicle motion effects, the rel,q' #
ships between the standard deviat ion of _:raditmt as a func: ;,q_ of
range and of the standard deviation ranF, e and elevation am azimuth,,.
error for a horizontal flat plain have been detelmined. The staqdard
deviation of gradient varies from less than 1° to about 8 ° depunding,
on the measurement errors of up to a standard deviation of 10 c_,_ "n
range and for a data spacing corresponding to elevation and azimuthal
angle increments of 1 minute. Data spacing as determined by elevation
and azimuthal angle increments has a major effect on the gradient
error. As the spacing is increased, the gradient error is reduced.
Unfortunately large data spacing also implies increased loss of infor-
mation. A trade-off between data spacing and gradient error _ill be
necessary. The effect of an inclined terrain has also been deter-
mined.

As this effort more completely relates the effect of measurement

errors on the reliability of terrain model interpretation, specifica-
tion for a terrain sensing system can be defined more rationally.

-[t

_ C.2.b. Gradient Estimates Based on Stereo Measurements

I The method of calculating a stochastic estimate of the gradienthas been applied to two stereo-measurement systems and compared to

the non-stereo range-angle system. Instrtmmntation accuracy require-

ments to meet a 2 degree gradient standard deviation have been deter-

I mined for each alternative. The non-stereo system is shown to besuperior to both the stereo-range and stereo-angles alternatives and

indeed is the only system which can be conceivably implemented with

l only modest improvements in the state of the art of laser rangemeasurement.

" I C.3. Path-Selectlon System Evaluation
I I . =o;°
i The principal efforts have been devoted to improving the

reallsm of the dlgltal computer slmu_atlo., program developed in the

I previous year and in using the program for system evaluation purposes.Specifically, s/anulatlon of an emergency backup mode, non-zero vehlcle

dimensions, and indices for safety and obstacle detection errors have

; been incorporated into the program. In addition, the p_ogram has beenused to compare two different mounting arrangements for the range-

measuring sensor used by the path-selectlon system. The two confiaura-

l i tlons coupared have the plane of the sensor beam fixed relative to the• vehicle and £ixed relatlve to the local plainer vertical.

Task V. Chentcal Analysls of Specks

] This task is concerned with developin$ the fundamental concepts which
will be required to .,pt_lze a 8as chromatosraph-mass 8paetremeter analysis

U system. Topics rece_ '-nt_ active effort include _es spectrometer characterlsttcI,carrier sac _aneratlou and reioval_ mtltlcceq_uent chromatography, and chroua-
tosraph u_iel /,.proveuent.

J D.I. Gas ChromatoErsp..h../.Mass Spectr_Nter B},stem Concepts

I
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D.l.a. Mass Spectrometer System Characteristics
r

The ma:;s spectr_noIer studie:; ;ire intended to characterize _he
major properties of the illstrumel)t, tl_c rc:,ull, in_ rel,i; ions being

' suitable for investd_u1tim_ of system power, wcight, and volume re-
quirements. Kelations involving mass resolution for sinl,,leand

double focussing instruments have keen developed. Preliminary studies

: showcd the theoretical analysis of instrument sensitivity to be beyond
the scope of this pro.jeFt, and empirical relations are being sought.
Investigation of the effect of major d_sign variables upon power re-i

quirements was begun, l'reliminary analysis of rlm characteristics of
{ the ionization chamber filament was completed.

i D.l.b. CarrJer ";as Generation and Re_al

Preliminary analysis of high-pressure gas storage as a source

[ of carrier gas has been ccnnpleted. Uae of filament-reinforced con-
[ struction will provide storage capacity for one year's operation of

the chromatograph within a volume of about one or two liters and a

weight of about 2 kgm. The concept appears competitive with a pre-#

| viously proposed cl_ctrolytic gas generator. Engineering analysis of

l carrier gas removal by diffusion through a palladium alloy tubing be-
gan. A system containing only carrier gas and no sample was successfully

modeled. Future work with the model will incorporate the effee "- ofthe nondiffusing sample.
_I

[ D.2. Chromatog_raphi¢ Systems Analysis
l

, D.2.a. Mult icomponent Chromatography

Data for the system n-pentane/n-hept•ne on porous Chromosorb-102

• } •dsorbent were obt•Ined at 150, 175, and 200 ° C for mixtures contaln-

lug zero to I00% n-pent•he by weight. Prior results showing limita-

tlons on superposltlon of pure component data to predict multlcomponent
] chro_tograms were verified. A nonporous adsorbent failed to separate

I _' the system because of large input sample dispersions. Modifications to ,
| the system to improve sample injection •re being considered. An auto-

, | ma_ed d•t• processing scheme involving magnetic tape recording of the

I detector signals and processing by a mi_:icomputer was rejected because !
of resolution llmlt•tlons of the available A/D converters. Prelimln•ry

[i .tudles on poroslty.nd pore slze dlstributlon of the adsorbents were !

begun, i

IJ D.2.b. Chroma.to,r•ph Hod.el 1rapt or,man t

Intr•partlcle diffusion and rates of adsorption were Incorporated
|] into the .theuatical model of the chr--tosr•ph to improve represent•-
II tlou of the experimental data. Hment analysis of the resulting system

of equations shoved the model to be capable of representing more ade-

quately the spreading of experhsental data. It appeared an analytlc•lsolution of the model was not real£zgble, and numerical solution methods
are heln$ /nves_Isated. Criteria for substituting • finite boundary
condition required for numerical solot/on /n place of an infinite bound-

l sty condition used /n prior analytlcAtl work were developed. Ccxaputatlonalethanes based on f/nits differences vere ,h_m to be inefficient, so the
method of veighted residuals wlth orthosoual collocation is be/as invest/-

I Sated.

_--d l
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IV. Detailed Summaries of Progress
G'

Task A. \'chicle Confi_,,ura.tion._Col,trolt Dynami¢:._ System and Propul:;ion

This broad task is concerned with all aspects of the design of a

roving vehicle for Mars exploration. Included within this major effort are

the following subtasks: vehicle model design, construction and evaluations;

mathematical model of tileve|":le dynamics; experimental dynamic analysis;
obstacle negotiation; electro.,lecha',icalcontrol systems and remote control

systems; collapsibility and deployment; wheel testing apparatus; wheel analysis;and payload design.

Progress made in these areas during the past interval is sunw,arized

i in the sections which follow.

[ A.I. Vehicle Des isnStudent Group Leader: J. Almstead

Facdlty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sand,

The objective ef this task is to develop the concepts _f the RPI-
MRV and evaluate these concepts re_:,.Ive to the rover mission require-

ments. Efforts during the past year have been directed toward making

! the fundamental features of this "third-generatlon design" meet thecollapsibility, capsule space limitation and launch configuration re-

quirements, developing a deploymeut scheme which is reliable and requires

; no special landing terrain, and refining the emergency maneuver to betterprotect the instrumentation when executed. While satisfying these three

areas of requirements, the design had to remain as simple as possible to

i keep structure weight minimized and reliability maximized.
Figures 1 through 8 show the vehlcle concept which was developed.

It has the capabillty of collapslng to flt in the Viking capsule. When

] in the capsule, the payload is centered and attached to the mounting! ' ring in the capsule bottom. The fraune is lorked in place and braced!

! to the capst"e walls. The wheels are compressed slightly to act as mounts/

i [_ in the closed capsule, and provide a positive force for the separation of
' II, the capsule.

Deployment on Mars requires only three vehicle motions which can beI done as Ions as the vehicle has landed safely and the payload is stable
on the ground. Because the wheels are raised above the ground, deployed,
_d then placed on the around, the lima.tat|one on the terrain at the

landing site are minimized. The three vehicle motions involved in thedeployment are rear strut deployment, frame unfol6/n$, and front axle
swleg-over. The details of the deployment were reported in _f. 1.

The mae_ maneuver, also described -'u l_ef. 1, pemits the
RPI-HRV to ucape from situations which would otherwise terminate the

I mission. _e vehicle is now able to execute the _umouver without havingto use the payload as a skid as did the second pnaratlon version. With
sy_etry, the vehicle is able to switch front for rear and rear for front,
and drive away from the dsnser.

I a first appr_tmsZion of the payload "fr_ttm_ was made. It defined
payload _tion _o be: (Tot_l pe_ted we/4Jhtovehlele)/(Total per-

I nitted wight), or effNtively. (payload Rlsht)l(tor_l pen_tted _tsht).
4
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Figure 3. With payload package still on the ground, and the

I front structure and wheels deployed_ the rear wheels• begin to unfold.
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Figure 4. With all four wheels deployed, the payload is

U raised off the ground to the desired height.
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Flsure 6. With the payload still on the 8round and the rear

wheels rotated, the front £r_e and wheels are s_ng

J i to the opposite side of the payload, clearing all! antennas and vertical extensions of the payload. .
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i Included for the calculation of the vehicle weight are estimates of
the frame weight, motor weight and frame link weight. The results in- r.
dicated that the greatest contribution to the vehicle weight was due _
t_ the motors. Those weights were conservative estimates, which in-
eluded the motor, motor mounting and gearing weights. The motor weight
estimate was 65% of the total vehicle weight estimate. The calculated }
payload fraction was 0.585. The indication is that even with the very
conservative motor weight estimates, the payload fraction of the RPI- l
MRV is equivalent to the payload fraction estimation made for the six D
wheel vehicle, Ref. 2. !

A 0.2 scale vehicle and capsule model has been built to demonstrate
l the vehicle capabilities. The basic design concepts are well established
I for the RPI-MRV. What remains is to evaluate the vehicle design rela-

tlve tc the mission requirements.

I In the finalizing of the vehicle design, the areas of concern are:
. evaluation and testing of existing mechanisms, design of locking and

, deployment actuation mechanisms, physical damper designs and investiga-
_. tion of operating parameters, such as power and torque requirements,

P _

structural components, payload fraction and science package operation.
t/

A.l.a. Design, Constructlonm. and Evaluation of 0.4 Scale Model - W. Embleton
Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

Construction of a 0.4 scale model of the RPI-MRV has reached a
stage which will accon_nodate the first tests and evaluations of the
larger scale vehicle. This modelling has indicated the need for addi-

tional design work in the areas of lateral stiffness of the wheel, front
suspension and motor mounts. It has also provided information on the
constraints associated with the hinges, joints and locking mechanisms
for collapsibility and deployment. While bringing to light problems in
the areas mentioned, the scaling up to th_ 0.4 scale has reinforced the
RPI-NRV conce_t as a plausible candidate for the rover mission.

The requirements for the structure of the 0.4 model were deter-
mined by area-_nent analysis. Materials were selected to minimize
the frame weight. Once constructed, it was found that the section used

II for the frame was inadequate because of its response to shaker inputs,contributing to the oscillations of the vehicle. Also, the frame pro-
vided insufficient support for the frmne pivot. It was changed, the new

i i frame being more rigid with the frame pivots removed to acco_nodate the• shaker testing. This frame is temporary. When complete, the 0.4 scale
model will have the required pivots and locking mechanisms for implementao

_ tton of the collapsibility and deployment scheme as well as the emergency

[I maneuver.

_, The problem of the lateral softness of the wheel was noted during
[] the shaker tests. The vertical input to the front was resulting in a
[J significant horizontal response of the rear of the vehicle, An inveett-

sation is presently underway which will evahmte the lateral softness
-- n problem and make recommendations as to the most effective approach _o

H increasin8 lateral stiffness of the wheelwhile retaining its radial
c_ltancelmd mtntmslwaight,
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The front suspension originally on the 0.4 scale model proved to
be too soft when the vehicle was tested on the shaker unit. It was •

replaced with a rigid axle. The shaker data taken in both conditions t
will be compared to indicate the effects of a soft axle versus a stiff i
axle on vehicle response, i

l

The motor mounts and motor locati_s will depend on the kind of
motors used to control the vehicle functions. Presently, an effort is I!
being made to locate appropriate DC motors for the 0.4 model. I

i Future work will be directed to designing, constructing and evalua- '
tlug frame pivots and locking and deployment actuators and to providing

I the propulsive power and control systems required to evaluate the per-formance of the vehicle. Efforts to optimize the design will continue.

I A.l.b. Vehicle Dynamics - Mark C. Rodamaker, Alan RyderFaculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

i

' [i The objective of thls task is to provide a mathematical model and

_ computer simulation of the vehicle to: I) aid in the basic design of the
l

full scale vehicle, and 2) optimize the full scale design by predicting
P . the dynamic response of the vehicle to various inputs. Two approaches to

! ( the development of the analytlcal model are currently being studied. Both
approaches are described below.

! The first analytical approach assume the vehicle to be of a bicycle
configuration. Equations for this slx-degree-of-freedom planar model
have been derived using a complementary vlrtual work method. This allows

the inputs to be displacements rather than forces as required in classi-cal Newtonian methods. An analog simulation of the model was attempted.
However, technical problems resulting from the mating of more than one
analog computer forced Chls method to be abandoned. A dlgltal computer

II" package "DYNAMO"(DYNAmic MOdels) Is curz_ntly being used in an attempt ]
!

to solve the derived equations. __

[i The second, more recent analytical model considers a three-dimensional,
three-degree-of-freedom model (see Fig, 9). Equations have been developed tfor a moving reference freme as follows:

11 y : vertLcal translation
0x rotation about lonsitudinal axis (roll)J!

JJ 0s - rotation sbout lateral axis (pitch)
With these, the equations of motion tske the form:

" --(2Kl+z+z f) + ex(9,2Zl-L z1) - ez(hZr - aZf)
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i where: #
Z ffirear suspension mechanical impedance (in the vertical

r direction)

I Zf = frontsuspenslon mechanlcal impedance (in the vertical
direction)

= mechanical impedance of side suspension (in the verticalK1
direction) (front-rearwheel combination)

i mr,Wr = mass, weight of sprung vehlcleh = height of center of mass of sprung vehicle above
horizontal plane of unsprung center of mass ..

Ii £1'£2'a'b = dimensions locating center of sprung mass, Figure 9.

Ii These simultaneous equations remain to be llnearlzed and solved.
Actual physical testing of the 0.4 model has been conducted. A

I_ capacltance-displacementmeasurement system has been used to measure

_ responses. An electro-magnetlc shaker unit has provided oscillatory
inputs to the model. Three dimensional front end frequency responses

i -- have been measured, in addition to step response data for the front end.

Rear frequency responses have been practically determined. Vehlcle
characteristics (mass, spring rates, damping coefficients, _._ments of
inertia) have been measured.

I! This will serve as the background foz analyzing the measured dynamic
responses in order to:

] 1) evaluate and refine the analytic models
2) determine the source of undeslrable response characteristics.

In the future, it is proposed that the three-dimensional mathematicaldynamic modelling of the 0.4 scale model be extended to include additional
degrees of freedom. Computations wil. be c_npared with experimental re

suits to verify the mathematical analysis. The analysis will then be usedU to determine the spring and damping coefficients to be put on the experi
mental 0.4 scala model.

U In the development of the bicycle model, the next stage involves
nodeling of terrain features. Thi8 is necessary to calculate the dynamic
pitch and heave response of the RPI-MRV to "typical" Martian surface inputs,

a This terrain model will later be applied to the extension of the bicyclemodel: a three-dtmonsionaluulti-degree-of-freedom dynamic modeL. Loading,
calculated from the three-dinensional enalysist will be used to size the

II ,t tur,t umbersof the ,lyet, of the ,t turally sired P--i

vehicle will permit relieb£1ity and peyload fraction analysis.

I A.l.c. Gbstacle gesotittien - Larry MsbiuoFaouity _ivlaor: Prof. O. H. Sander

The objectives of this task were to extend the objtgola negotiation

I study to include the variability of the whiole enter of gravity, a8tebllity f_ov for the veht¢lo oondition, t pnoralisati_ of the
obetaoles to a 8oriso of etmtghg Lense /n a plane, and baokgrmmd provision

I _or the eventual e_mgt_ of the obstAole wgotistion uodeliu8 to threedimensien8,
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A digital computer program was developed to model a two dimensional
I

vehicle operating in a vertical plane as it traversed steps, slopes and r. ,
crevasses. The geometric technique used in earlier studies was abandoned

I in favor of the more general force and moment equation, which simplified ithe analysis and acconlnodatesthe inclusion of an adjustable payload i
height as an additional model parameter. The study indicated that by b

I lowering the cg. of the vehicle, (at the same time lengthening the vehicleand placing a greater percentage of weight on the front wheels_ the rear r
wheel drive torque required to drive the front wheels up a simple obstacle "

I increased. This was expected, because of the increase in loading of thefront wheels while lowering the center of gravity. The rear wheel drive
torque required for simple step, crevasse and slope obstacles decreased
as the cg. was lowered. The model confirmed what had been expected. This

I means that, if needed, an advantage be gai,_edby reducing the rear
may

wheel torque required to traverse an obstacle by cg. height adjustment.
The torque requirements calculated are based on static equilibrium, not

including friction or soil-wheel interaction, i
• The program was extended to include a stability factor. The intent a

was to have this factor serve as an indicator of how close the center of

support (vertical projection of cg.) came for some attitude and configura- I

tion to the wheels (the vehicle support po#nts). This will then give, [,some indication of the magnitude of disturbance the vehicle could tolerate

before unstable, is here defined as the vertical
becoming (Instability

projection of the cg. being outside the quadrangle of wheel contacts on the
ground).

[ ,LA friction term was also included In the mode! by indicating a
torque necessary to overcome the rolling friction of the vehicle. As data

_ becomes available, this term will be altered to increase its realism forthe vehicle. Presently it is included as a constant, but could be made a
variable dependent upon vehicle life, speed, soil conditions, and wind _

velocities and direction.
I! Energy requirement calculations were made based on the frictional

and static t .rques. This should be extended to energy calculations which

_! include the effects of factors o£ terrain, soil conditions (includingslip), reldtive wind velocities, and vehicle speed.

Additional work in this area will be aimed toward developing anextension of the planar two-dimensional vehicle and obstacle field to
• three-dimensional vehicle and obstacle field. This extension should s
include the testin 8 of cced_inations of obstacles which the vehicle could

_. but not in combtmatiou. Fran this will
negotiate individually possibly
develop info.-uatton which will define terrain conditions which pose to
the vehicle true obstacles for reasons of stability, power or torque t_-

J quirenents. An extensi_ of this work will include soil-wheel tractionparueterso This would define eeupletely the terrain conditions and pernl_
calculation of the vehicle abilit7 to negotiate or not negotiate the in-

diceted coubinaei_n8 of terrain seometry and conditions.

a.l.d, hdin Control - Hark itinaldi, Hike golf

r_ulty advisor: Prof. O. I. Sudor
The objective of this task is to du/_a mad build remote control

mqmbiLity for the 0.4 swale model, Thl8 /nvolvu osteblishinl _ radio
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link between the operator and the vehicle. The purpose of this remote
capability is twofold. The first is that of observing the vehicle
behavior under varying conditions for Identlcal sets of InsrructIuns.
The second is to provide a test bed for sensing and opera_",g systems.
These objectives will ultlmately require computer control of the vehicle
through the radio llnk.

The initial stage is the development of a manual input system.
' Addltlonal features will be added, and refinements made u_t£1 closed

loop computer control is achieved. Incorporated in this task, and under-
8oing parallel development is the vehicle function control. The received

i radio signal must be converted to a meaningful command to which the
vehicle functions _ust respond.

f
i The parameters of the radio llnk system b_ve been defined and the

system functional blocks designated. _!exibility in the design of the
system and its components has been stressed to accommodate additions and

[ changes to the vehicle and the commands desil_d.

The task of creating equipment designs for the functional blocks has
I._ begun. Designs for the manual .aput device, con_and seceder, radio llnk
_ and command decoder are "complete. They have been built and tested, with

the exception of the "clocks" requl ed at the transmitter and receiver to
I , synchronize the data reception wit_ the data transmission.

Significant progress was made toward realizing only the first ofthe above objectives. After some thought it was decided that a dlgital

I conununlcations system would be most appropriate, especlally to simplify
interfacing problems with the compute_. ._

" From the several types of digital modulation available, Frequency' Shift Keying (FSK) was chosen, primarily for its high noise immunity and 4ease of i_plementatlon. FSK can only be used f_r low data rates, but
," since hlgh speed was not a primary concern, a data rate o_ 106 blts/sec. :
i was chosen.

Another factor in selecting a data rate of 106 blts/sec was selec.'.ion

! of w•Ikie-talkles to provide the radio llck. While their sma:l
necessary

baud width 11mits them to slow data speeds, their •dvantabas include the:r
low cost, hlgh flexiblli_y, and the ability to use them in • two-way corn-

[I munlcat Ions llnk.
The thne from September 1972 to January 1973 was spent in developing

gnner•l design objectives and eyater, r•qulreMnts. Decisions conee_nlngi slgn•l type, smdulatlon type, tranmltter type andlniti•l d•sign con-
sid•r•ttons were rode during this t/me.

1 Host of this effort was e_mtered around the oonstrlJction of the
Comund Eneoder, • bleak diqran of uht_h is shown in Fig. 10. The fuac-
tJ_ of the Commml keoder is to xlect data from either the mMal

Jj controller cr the digital computer end •z_mnge it tu • format that issuitable for radio trsumisston. The two uaJor '_lecks" in the hcoder
are:

U 1. C(]WI3{OLM)eIC. takes the J_lmt data grad amnSu it J_ •
NJLtable digital feint and Iwmratu the _s_7 ttmJ_8

g 818ugh for the tl_msmisg/_m of the data.
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2. DATA INTERFACE, converts the digital output of the

Control Logic into the corresponding FSK tones, r

The Control Logic, Data Interface, manual control panel and the [
FSK detection circuitry which reconverts the FSK tones back into digital

data have been designed and constructed. A more detailed discussion of Ii
these devices follows. ,

of Work ISumaary
[,

The biggest problem encountered was the design of the Control Logic. l
The data format chosen consists of a 8-bit serial for each command trans-

J

i mitted. Since the computer provides data il this form, this choice was
most convenient. The structure of the command work is as follows (see
Fig. II) :

I I. The first bit, called the flag, is always a logical oneand is used to mark the beginning of a word.

[_ 2. Bits 2-7 are data bits comprising the com_nand.J
U

3. The eighth bit is a parity bit. Even parity is main-

i |" tained and is used for error detection purposes.

As shc_m in Fig. II, the bit length is 9.4 ms. In addition, a 9.4 ms.

timing signal called DATA SYNC precedes every command work and is used to

synchronize the vehicle clock with the incoming data. A complete schematic• of the control logic appears in Fig. 12.
<

I finitionofinputs bols:
I. DATA VALID - a high (logical I) on this line indicates

that the vehicle has accepted a transmitted command.

! 2. M.R. - Master Reset - a low here resets all systems in
! ,e Cou_aand Eucoder.

i 3. COMPUTER CONTROL a high level indicates that the system• m

is under computer control. All input data c_es from the

J! computer output. A low level enables manual control of. the vehicle.

4. MAN. XMIT (a&b) - the transmit co_mand from the manual con-

{I troller is entered here.

5. CLOCK - a 106khz square wave derived from the 5.26 mhz master

l] clock is used to clock data through the system.

__ 6. DATA IN - data is entered here from either the manual con-
troller or the computzr depending on the state of theCOMPUTBRCONTROL input line.

_ ,,_finitl,o_ o_ output s_kols_

[!

_ _ 1, CI_R - a zero level Indicates system clear. (not to be

confused with clear for individual counters or flip-flops)

M m
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2. XMiT - a one indicates that the system is transmitting
and switches the walkie-talkie to the transmit mode. _"

3. DATA SYNC - explained previously.

4. HOLD - a one indicates that the systemis processing a

command. In the computer control mode it will insL. eL

the co,np=t,r to hold any new data until the system is
cleared.

5. ERROR - a zero indicates that there is a con_uuvications

problem and the vehicle refused to accept commands.

6. DATA OUT - eight 9.4 ms. bits that :omprlse a command word.

The control logic was built and tested and after some trouble-

shooting it met its design specifications. Having completed the control

logic, the next goal was the construction of the DATA INTERFACE.

.2 Three frequencies had to be selected to represent logical one,
logical zero, and DATA SYNC. The frequencies were chosen to be well

within the pass band of the walkie-talkies and yet far enough apart

to allow for efficient filtering. All three frequencies were derived

from the 5.42 mhz master oscillator, (see Fig. 13).

q_'..' A block diagram for the DATA _TERFACE appears in Fig. 14. The

digital waveforms from the control logic enables one of the three out-

put lines (2048 hz, 2620 hz or 1310 hz) on which appear 0-5 volt square

waves of the corresponding frequency. The Icw pass filter is used to

I eliminate some of the higher harmonics. The high pass filter eliminatesthe d.c. component and, the new symmetrical signal, is fed to a buffer
amplifier and finally to the walkie-talkie. The 4-volts peak to peak

l output signal is reduced to about 200 mv at the walkie-talkie. A com-plete schematic of the Data _terface is shown in Fig. 15 and typical
waveforms are shown in Fig. 16.

I: ; The next task that was undertaken was the construction of a COMMAND

DECODER to reconvert the FSK tones back into a digital signal. The most

important part of the Command Decoder is the tone detector circuitry, the

_ block diagram of which appears in Fig. 17. A complete schematic appears
. _ In Fig. 18. The operatlon of the tone detector is relatlvely simple.

I An smplifier of gain 10 is used to boost the input signal (IC 1)and a high pass filter removes the dc component. IC 2 is a buffer iamplifier used to provide a low source impedance for the filters.

I The active filters (It's 3, 4, 5) are of the multiple feedback
bandpass type wlth Q = I0. Trim pots RI, P2_ R3provlde center frequency

i- I adJusement for each filter.

[_:_ [ Following each filter is a l_ak detector the output of which is "
proportional to thaamplltude of the input slnusold.

_.,4. I IC'I 7, 8, and 9 are voltap comparaCors used aI threshold detectors.

_,"_,_ Yrim pots I_, iS, I_ provide adjustable threshold levels for each o£ the

"_'J I i detectors. The DATA and SYNC outputs are TTL and DTL compatible.

lI
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Stunmar_ of Radio Link

With regard to the work completed so far, the major problem was
receiver noise. To ensure proper operation of the vehicle, a low data
error rate is essential. Although FSK provides good noise immunity,
walkie-talkies are very noisy devices. Initial tests were disappointing,
showing poor system noise immunity. After some adjustment of the thres-
hold levels and better shielding techniques the performance improved
significantly and is satisfactory.

Major accomplishments during the pasL year were the completlon of
the COMMANDENCOgER including the manual controller. The construction
of the tone detector and subsequent testing showed that the system is
capable of transmitting relatively error-free data. In addition, the
present system incorporates enough flexibility to allow for many changes
in system requirements.

The problem of couverting the received command into action by the
vehlcle was considered in conjunction with, but separate from the radio

• [ llnk. The system decided upon has a discrete cut.and format, with the
_ vehlcle being self reliable (an loop syste_r.). The received and de-

open!

coded command is stored m_d then converted to a speed reference in
I J accordance with which the drive power is supplled. Figure 19 shows the
' _ functional block diagram of the motor control system. The _ystem pro-

vided three areas of concern: a time base, a motor speed reference, and
eta- a motor driver circuit.

The design of the motor driver circuit settled on a class "D" modula=
ted pulse-wldth amplifier. This was selected because negllglble energy is

{ ] dissipated in the output devices since they operate as common-emltter
I 8wltches.

i Summry - Control System

Progre, s has been made on the control system in the areas of speed

I control, command storage and conversion to analog levels. The systemwas designed to be an all purpose one which could be dupllcated for control
of each of the vehicle's four motorlzed functions. To complete the system

i reference, sensors must be placed on the vehicle and chair output incorpora-ted into the control system. The radio llnk and motor control system were
linked together and used to control the states of a vehlcle motor.

J The mated systems were able to produce three output speed levels in {both forward and reverse directions. Control vas done renotaly frou the tmanual control pamel. The clocks for this were 818_al saner•term which

Jl will be replaced by individual receiver and transmitter ¢1ock8 when Shayhave baembuilt and tested.

The test showed the feasibility of the radio coutrol system in theactual control of uotoz states. Whlle nuch remains to be done before the

8ystamlscouplete, initial strides hmve beeuuade.

I The t/me°base for the pulse generator, was drived frou the master¢leck in the receiver decoder 1o8ic. This yes divided dogu to apprmti-
steely 600 Ira. This. use then f_! to • •us-shot uultlvibrator that reset

!
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the ramp generator periodically. The voltage ramn was generated

I using a constant-current source transistor charging a capacitor.

The voltage rises as a ramp since: G

1 t

cap c Yo cnarge

with Icharg e constant. Components of -he ramp generator (Fig. 20)

I were picked so that the ramp could reach 5 volts before being reset by
the discharge transistor. ,_wo r:_ps: were made available by the opera-

I tlonal amplifiers: the first used as a bvffer amplifier wlth a gaSn often, and the second as an inverting amplifier. The ramp outputs were

sent to the comparators in the driver circuit, (Fig. 21). With a zero

reference levzl the outputs were +12 for one and -12 for the other.

_ Since the ramp did not reset to zero exactly, a dead-band exists which
gives a stop level for the motors.

Once power control was established, a reference level was needed,Fig. 22. The data was to be provided by the radio llnk, and a separate

' _ storage register was necessary to hold the c_ranands. The only commands

' "A' I were speed magnitude and direction. Output from the J-K fllp-flops

were routed to the appropriate surmning resistors via the two input and

gates. The operational amplifier acted as a scaling adder in which the
• reference resistors provided several magnitudes of current to the

mpllfier inputs. The circuit was a simple dlgltal-to-analo8 converter
shown in the table below.

I Ex. BINARY ANALQG
0 0 0 0.00

IT 111 I-5.001 10 +3.34

001 - 1,.57
010 -3.34

011 -5.00 •

[ I;torage 4 5 6

!
I This m_alog output was then sent to the ccmparators In the driver circuit.The pulsewtdth was determined by the leesth of time th, ramp stayed below

the reference level (above the reference for the negative driver cmpara*
tot), Fig. 23. A shift of reference voltage would therefore alter the

J I width of the pulses and Ionerlte 8 clump of speed.

For the future, the cceqDletiee of the first stair vii1 be the lugtallJ.
• ottou of the crop.eta radio system for open loop neeual control. Th_s vJL11

i I be exceeded first to cloudoloop eeetrol, and then to computer operation.

i¢ The on-board motor controller v/11 be conpleted for all of the motorized

I vehicle fuuctleee. Once the ¢ootrol of the vehicle has been proven vIthbasic ¢cmend impute (I.e., forward, reverx, turn thirty delroes), •

functlee controller 818or/tba will be prqmrod to respood to cmplex
, ¢ommud8 (I.e., *'-Tu from lluuulltnllof 300 degrees to a llm_dlallof 200 de-

areas).
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I
A.2. Collapslbility and Deployment - John Almstead

Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

A solution for the problem of stowage of the RPI-MRV in the Viking

capsule, and its subsequent deployment on Mars, has been found. The

third generation design had as one of its criteria, to fit in the Viking

capsule and to deploy with the greatest degree of simplicity and relia-
bility possible.

The vehicle is "folded" in such a way as to locate the center of

the payload package on the centerline of the capsule, and to deploy

by use of the front pivot, frame pivot and rear strut pivots as des-

cribed in the following paragraphs and Figures 1 through 8.

i pivot is to used for collapsibility
The front frame articulation be

and deployment only. Once the vehicle has landed on the Martian surface

and has been deployed to its operational configuration, the front frame
{

articulation pivot will be fixed. The folded frame will most likely be

i deployed by some form of stored energy, such as springs at the pivot

points. Collars placed around the overlapping frame sections will make

I the frame structure rigid.
The rear strut pivot and lengthening will be accomplished by a

I four bar linkage. The linkage was developed through the use of thei complex-number technique of linkage synthesis for three precision points

and specified fixed pivot positions. A computer program was written

based on this technique and used interactively on a graphic time sharing

I terminal to synthesize and analyze the four bar mechanism that can be
used to deploy the rear wheels. Analysis of the linkage transmission

angles insured easy and positive deployment which can be accomplished by

I a stored energy system such as a spring. Once the rear wheels have beendeployed and locked with a collar or clamp arrangement, they will remain

in the operational configuration for the remainder of the vehicle life.

1 The front axle-frame connection has been destined to permit collapsi-
billty and deployment, minimize weight, and provide for vehlcle symmetry.

• The front axle and wheels may be rotdted at the front axle-frame connec-

J tlon to the front wheels and axle above the frame. This
bring maneuver

is accomplished by the same motor used to steer the vehicle, and permits
vehlcle symmetry abcut the plane of the vehlcle frame. This allows the

" vehlcle to perform the "emergency maneuver". Without moving the vehiclebody, the forward frame is brought over the vehicle to the rear, and vice-

versa, clearing antennas, scanners and the llke. Thus rave-sad, the 4

[" vehlcle can drive away from a condition from which it could not have backedI away.

I These three mechanisms required for collapslbillty and deployment

I! hnplemanted and tested on both the 0.2 scale model
are being designed,
and 0.4 scale model.

J] Evaluatlon ¢,f the collapsibility deployment scheme is necessarywith reference Co the requirements for operation. In the near future, it

is expected that requirements of the rear strut and of the forward frame

for unfoldlng and locking the linkages in operating posltlen will be in-vestigated. The collapslbillty scheme wi11 be evaluated relatlve to rella-
billty and the operatlonof the RPI-MRV, The method of deployment v Ill

'_ (i be fully Implemmttad on the 0.4 scale modol.q

m %r_m.=w

.................... _- • -- "Ip"- _ _
I
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A.3.a. Wheel Tester and Grouser Design - J. 0zimek and P. Morino G ii

Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor !

The purpose of this phase of the project is to determine the per-
formance aspects of the wheels of the Martian roving vehicle. The project

was divided into fo.r related segments discussed below. Basic equipment

consisted of a 24' long plywood box i' high and I' wide. A test vehicle

held the wheel and a drive motor arrangement. When the box was filled

with sand, the wheel was driven on the sand, pulling the test vehicle
which rode rails mounted on the box.

Sand Preparation: It was desirable to simulate the soil conditions
! which the wheel would encounter over a year's span on Mars. This means

that all possible combinations of soil conditions could exist, from fine

loose sand to hard bedrock. From the traction standpoint, loose sand _e-

presents one of the extreme conditions. For testing purposes, sand between

I two and sixty microns was obtained from a local creek bed. The sand was

dried to as nearly zero percent moisture content as was feasible under room

"/ I conditions.J

The experimental soil conditions could have been varied by the addition

of moisture and by compaction, as well as the addition of various rock sizes.However, since there exist few published results against which experimental

results could have been compared, the soil conditions were not varied. It

•qSJ# was felt that dry sand representing the worst condition, would yield con-

I servative results. More significantly, the desired result of a comparison
of the various wheel parameters, i.e. grouser design, is more readily dis-
cernable if the surface conditions are maintained constant.

Instr_entation: Initially a sophisticated arrangement was proposed

In order to perform slip tests. After spending considerable time evalua-

I ting various techniques, a simpler scheme was settled upon without affect-ing the results to be gathered.

To obtain information about thL pulllng ability of the wheel and the

i amount of by the wheel, a weight and pulley was made.
power required system

Weights, suspended out a window, were connected to the test vehicle with

i a cord and pulley arrangement. A wattmeter was used to measure the input

| power to the wheel drive motor. This was compared to the theoretical powerI
I required to raise the weights. _i

Ii Wheel rotation speed and cart translatory speed were also measured.Both the circumference of the test wheel axle and a cart wheel were seg-

mented into conducting and non-conducting segments with tape strips.
Brushes were installed on each. When electrical signals were sent through

li the a series of pulses which
the brushes, nonconducting portions produced

were printed on a strip chart recorder. The resulting plot was easily
translated to determine the wheel's rotation speed and the cart's trans-

I 1story speed. Relative slip was easily detemined from these results.

f It was also desirable to measure the retarding force necessary to

cause the wheel to slip. To determine this, the cart was affixed to theend of the test box via a linear spring. The spring deformation was then
easily translated into the retarding force.

/ [I

.... m
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i Grouser Design: Few actual formulas or guidelines exist for the
design of grousers; most design has been accomplished by use of empirical

formulas or off the shelf designs. These formulas give only qualitative _"

I ideas of how grousers will perform under various co_iditions.

The actual material used for the grousers was old tire rubber. Ini-

tially the pattern of Figures A.3.a-i and 2 was cut. The .3" thick lugs

were glued to the rim surface, covering 90 percent of the surface. A

second design removed every other grouser lug resulting in 45 percent of

the rim surface being covered. The third design consisted of attaching

the removed lugs on top of the remaining lugs. This resulted in the pattern
of design #2 with a lug height of 0.6 inches. A fourth design used a lug

of the pattern as shov=n in Figure 26, covering 60 percent of the rim sur-

face. On recent lunar missions, this pattern proved to be effective in

use with lunar roving vehicle wheelJ. A fifth design merely doubled the

fourth design lug height from 0.3" to 0.6". The lug to surface ratio was

I not altered.
Testing Procedures: Two types of tests, sllp test and power test,

were performed for the five grouser designs:
!

/
Slip Tests_ A linear spring attached to the test cart

_ provided the pulling force. For six variac settings (i.e.

I wheel rotation speeds_, pulling force readings were taken forinitial wheel slip, and total wheel stall. Two surfaces: I',

deep dry sand and 2_ wood, were used. Power readings were

L_ I also taken simultaneously with all tests.
r

Power Tests: Weights suspended out the window were con-

nected to the cart via the pulley arrangement. Runs from nine

I to thirteen feet for load weights of zero to two pouuts were
e

performed. Input power readings were taken in all cases.

I Results: Figure 27 summarizes slip tests on the deep dry sar.dsurface. Types I, 4, and 6 yield fairly similar results. Type 2, al-
though showing poorer characteristlc_ at low speeds, proves to be superior

at speeds likely in the desired operating range (approximately 2 mph). Ascan be seen in Figure 28, type 2 again proves to be slightly superior on
a hard surface.

i _ I Stall sllp results are sununarlzed in Figure 29. Under equal

! loading types 1, 4, and 5 dig into the san_ to a depth of one to two
inches at stall sllp. Types 2 and 3 penetrate to a depth of up to 4.or

I 5 inches. Type 2 proved to be the best of the five designs tested.

Figures 30 and 31 show cart speed characteristics v_rsus power input _

i for both a no vertical load and a two pouud vertial load test. Since ex-
Jperimental error may account for some of the differences, it appears that

the different grouser designs vary little in efficiency. All designs
exemplify linear speed-power charac_eristics. |I]

|! Conclusions: 1) Grouser thicknesses greater than 0.3 inches (for the m.
6.85 inch radius wheel) will not perform well. Although type 2 generally

I proved to be the superior of the five designs, other basic designs should ':
be tested. ,i

•Zero vertical load means that the wheel supports only its own weight and theweight of its support lever and drive.
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I 2) The wheel shows excellent flotation. _ven carrying a 28
pound load (comparable in scale to actual weight), the rim does not

r

penetrate below the sand surface except when slip occurs.

I Proposed Future Work: Since this test facility produces only

results which can be c_i_pared only on a relative ha_is with other

wheels tested in the same facility, it will be necessar/ to test other

proposed wheel designs to determine how the RPI wheel design ranks

relative to other wheel concepts. Additional testing will be required

and should include variation of soil parameters, by, for example, in-

i creasing the moisture content of the test soil and running the tests
over a hard _ _face. The solid state tachometers will be _erfected to

make the output of the tests more easily reduceable.

I The ultimate objective is to optimize the RPI-MRV Toroldal Wheel/

Grouser Design.

i A.3.b. Wheel Analysis - W. Embleton
Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

I The task of developing reliable methods for analyzing and designing

i

wheels for the Mars mission has been pursued for several years, and a

i number of computer programs have been developed. However, none of the
programs correlate effectively the experimental data for the 0.184 scale,

0.4 scale, or full-size models of the RPI torsional wheel. The objective

of this task is to obtain an effective analysis method which can repre-

I sent accurately the behavior of the wheel. An effective method will
provide a rational basis for the design of wheels for defined specifica-
tions.

Previous analytical methods considered a finite pin-jointed rim,

neglecting the bending moments of the curved rim. Current analysis re-

gards the rim as a continuous deformable member. Deflection char_cter-istics for a concentrated point load are considered.
h

Initially an Iteratlve procedure waL developed. The wheel was

I visualized as two separate configurations: (I) System "A", Fig. 32,with an inelastic rim and a series of radial linear springs (the hoop
"spokes"), and (2) System "B", Fig. 33, with an elastic rim wlth the

"slakes" replaced with radial forces. The basic iterative procedure de-veloped as follows:
\

" I 1. Apply an initial load to system "A".

I
2. Determine the resultant radial spring forces from "A"

It I!
and substitute for the radial forces of system B .

J3. Determine deflection of "B" and proportionally deform

the correspoudiu_ points of "A".

4. h-evaluate the resultant radial forces of "A".

I $. Repeat steps (2) through (4) until the vertical forcecomponents are "sufficiently small."

L

/

........................ _,"'a_,_..$, " - I II , -"" -
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I This Iterative procedure was progranlnedand deflections for variousload forces were solved on a digital computer. Results were compared
with experimentally determined results for the 0.4 and full scale

I wheels. As Figures 34 through 37 indicate, the analysis closely pre-dicts deflections for small loads. However, large deflection analysis
is of little value. As a result, a new analytical technique was sought.

The analytical model described above predicts the deflection of the
rim to be symmetric abqut the horizontal center line of the wheel cross
section. Experimental results showed that the lower wheel half deflects
considerably more than the upper half for both concentrated :.nddistri-
buted loads. The symmetric deflection is a result of the analysis of
system "A". Therefore, the current analysis utilizes system "B" with the
linear springs of system "A". The forces applied to the elastic rim of
system "B" are transformed into an initial reaction at the base of the rim
and a system of forces which depend upon the system of deflections. The

I final expression relating the point load and the resultant rim deflection
i is as follows:

. n PFYl " Z [ [ _(_i - aj)yj +_- 6(_i - _F)]
J=l

i . thwhere Yi = rim deflection to i point

n ---number of spring spokes

PF = reaction force due to initial boad

aF = angle on the rim where PF is applied

I P. = forces applied to the rim
J

I = angle on the rim where deflection occursYi

c = spring constant of spring spokes

I ER = Young's modulus for rim material

I R ,, second
r = radius of the rim

I K = (Cr$)I(WERIR)

Pj = Cyj ""

li • "'_

_(_i-aj) =, _ {[cos Z (li-aj)]/C_-l) 21

I E.2
" This expression y_elds a system of linear equations of tha for= '

_ d

• ' "_,1

o
• , . ,, , , .--

I . ---- = .... _ .....

.... g';." ,_.,,'" _F" - - -,r - -
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This system was progranlned on the digital computer, and the results

compared with the experimental large load deflections. Figure 37 in-
dicates that this current math model will be a valuable tool in future r

wheel synthesis.

The current analysis now must be expanded to include the applica-

tion of distributed loads. This may be accomplished by segmenting the

lower portion of the wheel, and considering the contributions individual-

ly from each segment. If the segments are made sufficiently small,

distributed loads may be approximated.

Proposed Future Work: The extension of this work wil] be in the
investigation of modelling the wheel with a distributed load on the rim,

calculation of the resulting footprint and of the pressure distribution
on the footprint. Once this is completed, the design parameters for the

wheel will have been determined. The tools for design of the wheel, in

its present configuration, to meet specific requirements will then be
available.

. Task B. System Analysis

The objective of this task is to develop a framework within which

design decisions involving conflicting requirements can be made, and to use thisframework to identify desirable and non-desirable features of a roving vehicle

design. Progress for the academic year included identification of optimal

vehicle system designs, an analysis of the sensitivity of some of these designs,

J a on a program to operation of these designs in time,
start observe thp real and

an analysis of the DO_Vcomputer as a queue server.

I_ Progress achieved is described in detail under the followin 8 subtasks:1) System Modeling and 9esi8 n Optimization, 2) Sensitivity of Optimal Designs,
3) Time Simulation of Vehicle Performance, and 4) Specification of an Integrated

I" MRV Controller. Finally, a projection of activities for the next perlod is in-cluded.

I B.1. System Modeling and Design Optimizat.ionN. O'Callaghan, C. Pavarini, F. Stolen
| Faculty Advisor: Prof. E. J. Smith

I The method of investigating properties of Mars-roving vehicle :
desl_s is covered in past progress reports, and specifically in Ref. 3. ,:
Briefly, the method involves three major steps:

1. Identification of static system models for 3 cases

i a. 4-wheeled, direct coemuicating rover

b. O-wheeled, direct coamunicating rover
c. 4-wheeled rover, communicatiusvia a Mars

• orbiter relay link

_i 2. Establishiu8 a system evaluation function in terms
of the model parameters (in this case, the product of
science time and straight-line distance roved),

3. Nonlinear progrmmins optiml=atiouvith varying limits

on vehicle velocity, slope t_reshholds, internal tem-

[! perat_e, etc.

m

i
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The optimization process for the design of a moderately high 4,
order system, such as the Mars roving vehicle (MRV), is a process

of specifying the information required by the subsystem designers. "

This information consists of the operating requirements to be met I
by the subsystem, and all of the constraints under which the design-

er must work. For example, the designer of the communications sub-

system would be given the information on the maximum weight, maximum

power available and the required data transmission rate for a pulse

coded modulation subsystem.

Previous work in tile systems analysis area has determined a

reasonably good model fo,- the MRV, Ref. 3. This model was refined

and used to obtain several optimal designs for differeat operational

restrictions. These operational considerations include such considera-

tions as the frequency of science stops and safety considerations such

as the constraints on speed and slope which the rover would traverse.

It should be noted that the model used includes not only the modeling

for the subsystems but also includes the design tradeoffs and inter-

l relationships between the subsystem. Although these interrelationships
$ 1 are mostly of the form of power and weight distributions, internal heat

l dissipation is also included in the considerations for the thermal con-
trol subsystem.

The major area in which the final model differs from the previous

model, Ref. 3, is in the thermal control subsystem model. In particular,

I it was decided that heat pipes were ifiadequate to maintain the internaltemperature at 300° + 5°K and hence a compressor type of active cooling

system was included in the model. Another change in the modeling was in

• the manner in which the batteri_ would be used. Previously it was

I that the batteries woulcl used the _V was moving.
thought _e as long as

In the present model, the batteries are used only when the rover exceeds
a slope such that the radio-isotope thermoelectric generators (RTSs) can

I not provide enough power for the rover's motors and accessory equipment.

Once the model was refined to include the changes noted above,

I the equations which constitute the model were rearranged to allow theL design states to be represented as combinations of a few state variables
and all other factors which go into a design to be represented as func-
tions of the state variables. Once this rearrangement was done, it was

I relatively easy to put the problem into a form such that techniques
the

of mathematical programming could be used to optimize the design of the
vehicle according to some design criterion. There was some rearrangement

and elaboration of the chosen design criterion in order to put it intoa form which was applicable to the chosen state variable form of the
model.

Since not all designs would be acceptable, a reasonable set of
constraints had to be placed upon the design states and upon selected

l i functions of the states. Most of the constraints were of the form ofnon-negativlty of various elements of the design. An example of this

type of a constraint is one that requires the weight of the communica-
tions subsystem to be positive. There are also other constraints on the

I! IyIteI which are of the form of "total syatGI" constraints and an exampleof which ii that the vehicle and all equipment be less than the launch

weight. Once all of the proper constraints are placed upon the design

li "
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I the modeling is complete enough for the mathematical
process, pro-

granluing techniques of optimization.
r"

I The routine used for the optimi_atlon was Fiacco and McCormick'sSequential lhlconstrained Minimization Technique (SUMT). This was ob-
tained from the Hartford Graduate Center of RPI in the su_er of 1971.

After some reprogra_ming of the subroutines which constitute su_rr, itwas compiled under Fortran H and installed on disk. The routine works

using first and second ,partial derivatives or, with some degraoatiou

of efficiency, the first derivatives only or no derivatives at all using

I differencing methods to approximate derivatives in the latter
numerlcal

tWO cases,

i During tilepast academic year, the system optimization process has
been completed for all three cases, yielding 36 designs for differing

assmmptious. To best illustrate the type and uses of the results, an
example will be given.

I
For a 4-wheeled, direct communlcating rover with a slope threshhold

of 20°, velocity limit of 1.5 m/sac, internal temperature bonds of!

I 295-305 ° Kelvin, and antenna diameter limited to 2 meters, the design/ determined appears in Table I.

I The complete set of designs will be covered in a Technical Reporti to be issued in September 73.

_f I No further work is projected along these lines in the Imediate
t futu e. In the long range, however, it is expected that the method

would be applied to the RPI-MRV as its design is advanced.

I B.2. Sensitivity of Optima ! Designs - C. Pavarlui, M. Ryan
Faculty Advisor: Prof. E. J. Smith

Consider the case where an optlnml design has been determined for
i a given mathematical model of a system, and a given evaluation function,

- _ as in Task B.1. Suppose that out or more of the components of this de

t sign must be perturbed when the system is constructed. This perturba-
tlou_s) may be due to factors not considered in the system model:

J I. Although modeling equations are continuous, perhapsonly certain discrete values are feasible (e.g., it
is probably infeasible to design a comnunicatlons _

J system with a bit rate of 1.38762 K, but 1.5 K mightbe acceptable. )

2. Pezhap, another constraint l, added,a posteriori (e.g.,

ii it may to ,lope a, a
be decided reduce the threshhold

safety consideration)

|! 3. Perhaps some off-the-shelf hardware can be used, butT

II its parameters do not coincide exactly with the optimal
¢- values.

I Then, it would be desirable to know how t_ Change the other eeuponent,
of the optimal design to .-maintain the optimal property of the dtsi8n,

I! •
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I '
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT (KG) POWER (WATTS) .

| . -
SCIENCE 70,1 26,0

I COMMUNICATIONS 139,7 176,8
s

J " POWER GENERATION 105,9 -
THERMAL CONTROL 29,9 DAY=220,I,NIGHT=395,8

I" .NAVIGATION 15,0 6,0

OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE 5,0 15,0
COMPUTATION, DATA 46;8 90,0

%

, [ VEHICLE STRUCTURE 197,5 - •

OTHERDESIGN PARAMETERS:
qF --

COMMUNICATIONS DATA RATE 14,847KBITS/SEC

i I! BATTERY ENERGY 7.60 WATT-HRS

RTG POWER OUTPUT ._45,4 WATTS

+ [ ""• INSULATION THICKNESS 0,028 M -

t | PROPULSIONPOWER 165,i WATTS "
":12VEHICLE WHEELBASE _ " _ M

" _
[ PATH-LENGTH RATIO 2,'18

w

I[ DISTANCE BE.TWEENSCIENCE STCpS. _19
NUMBEROF RECHARGES/DAY 1,0 (AVERAGE)

• •

+

• ° .+ e •

- -It •
°,,

n

,, . . .. •
• +

!

I
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i subject to what is, in effect, a new con_tralnt. This new solution
has been termed the "perturbed-optimal solution," and me-'_ods for the ..

solution of this problem have been investigated over the past two re-

I port periods. During the past academic the mathematical
year, develop-

men, of the method of solution has been completed, and application to
the _RV designs has begun,

I The mathematical analysis work included several parts. First, the

existence of a unique, continuously differentlable trajectory, para-

i meterized by the initial perturbation, that solves the sensiti:'ity problemwas proved. Second, a first-order approximation to the general nonlinear

solution was developed. Third, error-bounds on this approximate solution,
and methods to improve the accuracy of the solution were obtained.

I The mathematical results to date will be presented briefly here.
Consider the nonlinear progra.-m_ing (NLP) problem

I minimize f(x)

•. subject to gi(x) _ 0 I = 1, ...,m

, • •n hj(x) = 0 J = I, ....

where x is an n-vector and f, and the gi and h4 functions are nonlinear
:' | scalar functions of the elements o£ x. At theJsoluti_n to NLP, x_,

U there exist two other vectors (an m-vector, u*, and a p-vector w*) such
that

, | ,
.hj(x ) = 0 J = 1,..., p

Si(x ) _ 0 I = I,...,m
f *

_ I ul _0 i" I'"' m i' ,.'hjand * * V = 0u ,w = 'Vf(x*) U_ +" II
i_l J-III

I where _7 is the gradient operator with respect to x.

A "perturbed-optlmal solutlon" problem Is.generated from (NLF) by

I forcibly perturbing one of the components of x and seeking the solutionto this hey problem. The solution to ,=he perturbed-optlmal solution
• is denoted x' and can be found from

J! .
X ° mm% (�ä,I vhera the K_h component of x' (X°k, k fixed, I k n) is nov fixed

prior to solving _his new probled by vritin8

I X'k " Xk + _xk

I a) the fun,ions f, (8i) , _j) _re ouice continuouslydifferontLsble

! •u

• , , " w_'w _ v tlh
J
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I b) the solution (x ,u ,w ) satlsfJes certainsufficiency conditions for (NLP)

I c) the sectors V f(x ),_Tg.(x ) fo_ i such that
gi(x ) = O, _ h_(x*), j 1 l, .,p, and c k (an n-vector of zeroe, except for a''l' l:t the kth place)

i are linearly independent
d) gi(x ) = 0 implies ui > O,

I a linear approxlm:_tionto the perturbed-optimal solution can be found.That is

I . , kS_
x' =r +gx _ x + _

(,where ._ k is a variable vector except for a 'I' in the kth place)

I where _1_ is sclved from

-:' I o o o

• J H 0 0 0
•e*-¢. dx_

o _he conditions a through d above apply to the MRVsystem design

_ I problem and model. The results generated to date are values of the
"perturbation coefficients", the vector in the equation i,_nedlat_ly
above, which indicate the sensitivity o£ the optbnal design to the per-

| turbed parameter.
|

The ap_ llc_.iov to the MRVdesign problem wlU be shownby ex-
,. • ample. Place the optlmal design (unperturbed) in a vector x . Then,
,, _ mathematically, the new (perturbed) design can be vrit_.en

xmx + •

where 5_ is the perturbation coefficient vector, and _x. _.8the m_gnl-
• tude of the perturbation in the k-.h component. Table I_ shows results

I fo¢ an Inttlal perturbatLen i_ science velg._. An /nterpretatiov, o_these results indic_tes that the optimsl wgy to increase (decrease) the
weisht of the science packaee is to increase (decrease) the ins_lation

I thlckne_s en the equipment package, thereby decreasing (Increasln$) thetheru81 cmttzol power required. This el.toga cu be re_Lac:ed into •
dacruse (increase) /n r_G power required and thus s corres_udin8 s_/_88

i (exl_mditure) in weisht, which can be put toward the change i_ scLan_e_i_t. Mote that the soluti_ accounts for the _slght change in In-
¢, creaslns (dccreasi_8) insulation thickness, thus takiu8 int_ account _he

coupllu_ in tbe system desL_. I.*should be noted that these rasutts

I hold c_}y for the case deacr£bed in de_a£1 in B.I, and thu_ not onlyare there nsn_ perturbed-optinal solut$ons problmu for each desip (s
My solution for each value o_ k), but that _h different design has

! •
i

--= _

i
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i !TABIF II

THE PERTURBED-OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR A PERTURBATION IN WEIGHT I

! ,OF THE SCIENCE PACKAGE i

/ - !. ]

•. EXPERIt,IENTAL SCIENCE TIME 35.75 .
i

TOTAL SCIENCE WEIGHT 1,0 ]TOTAL SCIENCE TIME 35.75 . I
i

COMM, POWER 0,0 .:• COMM,ANTENNASIZE 0,0 :;
" COMM, DATA RATE ' 0,0I

l RTGPOWER .. 7,27 i"
VEHICLE VELOCITY 0,77E-02

4 [ SLOPETHRESHttOLD 0,81E-19 "
THERMALCONTROLPOh'ER -7,55 '

"I, X = BATTERY ENERGY. .. _ : 0.252
LOVING TIME/DAY 0,082 "

! . WHEELBASE.. ' 0.75E-04 "
I

EQUIPMENT PACKAGE AREA -0.62E-02
I INSULATION THICKNESS 0,55E-03

' I HEATER POWER -7.27
I 7_TERRAIN IMPASSABLE -0,15E-05
l PATH-LENGTH RATIO -0,3%-05

" . SCIENCE STOPS/METER -0.16E-04 "_

i RECHARGE TIME 0,67E-03 -_

LARGE SLOPE FACTOR_ 0.78E-03_I-

I " " ' "" "

-I: . Large slope factor is the Invers of the percentase of time the --i_'j_
I vehicle spends on slipes the slope threshhold (the optimal value is

-i51.3)

E
|
| . •

• ,, • m

. _...
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I its own set of solutions. A limited number of cases have been solved
as of this date. All results will appear in detail in a September 73
technical report.

I No further work on this task is expected in the near future. In

the long run, it ma7 be applied to the RPI-_V as its design is more

I completely developed.

B.3. Time Simulation of Vehicle Performance - R. Gallerie, T. Marts

I Faculty Advisor: Prof. E. J. Smith

As the system models derived are static, they consider many effects

in their average or worst-case sense. This subtask is an attempt toinvestigate these effects in time (or equivalently, in their time-varying

sense), by simulating the performance of the vehicle designs in real
(scaled) time. Some of the effects to be considered in this manner in-

elude slopes the vehicle will failures of the long-range
traverse,

obstacle avoidance subsystem, such alter_._tive concepts as regenerative

braking, etc. In addition, the performance of the designs under more

comprehensive and varied earth command can be investigated. '

The progress for this academic year has been limited to the develop-

ment of a general purpose Monte-Carlo simulation program to allow thistype of simulation. This has been accomplished since this subtask was

initiated in February 73. The program includes the system models derived
in B.I. modified to run "in time", and is modular in its construction to

allow easy expanding of its capabilities.

This program simulates the operation of a Mars roving vehicle, with

particular attention being given to power consumption. The system modelis an adaptation of the system model used in Ref. 3.

I The model looks at the rover operation on an instantaneous level,where the model of Ref. 3 was an average type model. The program keeps

a running account of time, power bei-g u_d, energy level of auxiliary
batteries, and distance traveled. It also calculates the total time spent

science the total time to recharge the
on experiments, spent stopping

batteries, the total tL_c spettt in dircct c__n_uication, end _he total
ideal _istance traversed.

I The program consists of the main urogram and four subroutines. The
• main program reads the inputs, calculates any design parameters not on

I the input list, initializes all variables, and prints out the results. It :also creates a boulder distribution ou the sample roving grid, which will

be explained in detail later. The program finally directs the coded commands
to the proper subroutines. Each subprogram is a distinct mode of operation

I of the vehicle. The first subroutine is the subroutine, is
recharge

called whenever the battery level is lower than a specified level. This
recharge subroutine is the only mode which is not started by direct co_nand.

I The second subprogram i8 the science 8ubroutine. It is called by directcomnandwhenever the vehicle is to stop and take pictures. It is not used
for communication dealing with transmission other than pictures because

I the power consumption is not as great. The final subprogram, the one ofmost interest, is the rove subroutine. In this subroutine, the actual '
roving is simulated. The vehicle roves about on a "sample" Mars terrain.

| . •

....... _ .... P' r'_ '' -- ' -- -_r---.--
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I During its rove, the vehicle searches for obstacles, picks the '%est" r

of the p r n e _._y _ous mpcion. The most critical power loads

I are used at this time. This subroutine is also called by direct cor_nand.

The Mars "terrain" consists of a two dimensional grid, I00 meters

I by I00 meters, over which the vehicle travels back and forth. Ihe
distance between grid points represents one meter. The obstacles are

actually dimensionless points, located on the grid by a two dimensional

coordinate system which is suppl_ed by input data. The obstacles aregiven dimension by the CLEAR input parameter. This parameter specifies

the distance by which the vehicle must avoid the obstacle ,oint. Larger

obstacles are created by placing two or more obstacle points adjacentto each other. Boulder obstacles and crater obstacles are not differ..

entiated on the grid. The obstacle profile of the grid has an impassable

area comparable to an average Mars terrain; however, it may be changed by

data cards. The profile considers boulder .5 meters high
input any over

as being impassable. The profile of small rocks (under .5 meters high)

and slopes is not time invariant. Although it changes with time, it is

_ 1 boulderrepeatedlvdetermined by equations representing the actual slopeanddistributionof Mars.

The equations governing power requirements are adapted from Ref. 3.An equation calculating the power to rove over small boulders is a

second order polynomial approximation for the data from a program de-

veloped under Task A.l.c. This program calculates power requirement as

_i a function of boulder slze for a Mars roving vehicle. This program
assumes that the power to traverse slopes and the power tu travel over

rocks can be superimposed.

The program features a special recharge option which is controlled

by the input parameter NOPT. If NOPTequals one, any surplus power pro-

duced by the RTG's will be used to recharge the auxiliary batteries. If

NOPT equals zero, this recharge option is not used.

It is planned that continued effort on the tlme-simulation of

vehicle performance be applied objective
with the of gaining additional

knowledge regarding design trade-offs, and the relationships between

static system optimal designs and the performance of these designs inw

| t_e.

B.4. Specification of an Integrated MRV Controller
C. Boroughs, F. Samuel, J. Zeitltu

iFaculty Advisor: Prof. E. J. Smith

It is the objective of this subtask to describe in detail theprincipal tasks _he computer must perform when it is roving ou the surface
of Mars and to estimate the performance requirements of the computer im-

i posed by these ta8ks. In addition, this group provides support for theremote control of the RPl-MRVunder Task A.l.d.

A statistical approach using queuing theory and random variables

I the main of the study was the behavior
was chosen because object average

of the cemputer-vehlcle system rather than a second-by-second study of
the vehicle behavior. The rovlnsmode was chosen as the object of study

| . •
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I because of the major computing imposed the obstacle
requirements by

avoidance and guidance functions as well as the strict time constraints

due to the desire for efficient roving, r

I Of course, at this stage in the development of the MRV there are

many unanswered questions concerning the implementation of various

I functions in the roving mode. Thus, while some systems such as the laserrangefinder have been well defined, others, such as the path selection

and obstacle avoidance algorithms are still in the early stages of develop-

i meut. Still, some estimates can be made concerning the amount of computerprocessing required. The goal is to give subsystem designers of such

software-bound subsystems as obstacle avoidance and path selection a kind

of bound on the computational capability available to them.

i The computer-vehicle syst_n interaction was modeled by assuming the

computer could be viewed as a queue server, servicing "customers" on two

I queues, the fixed queue (containing normal ongoing functions) and aninterrupt queue. By queuing theory, it was determined how the timing of

service to various tasks constrains the cycle time of the ccm_.cer.

i Tables ITI, IV, and V list operation timings, fixed queue tasks and timings,
and interrupt queue tasks and timings, respectively. Results using theseassumptions have not been fully evaluated as of this date, but indica-

tions are that for this model, a cycle time under 50 aicroseconds shouldi

• suffice in the roving mode for the cases listed in Table VI. Further

_ • analysis of results will be completed by August '73.

_ _ Support has also been provided to the vehicle group responsible for
| Task A.l.d. in defining the communication system for remote open-loop

control and ultimate closed-loop computer control.

" I It is intended that both thrusts of this task will be continued in

the future. Performance requirements )n on-board computer will be

refined as more reliable subsystem re "ements are obtained and analyzedi

i through que,ing theory. The interface ,.ith the RPI-MRV group will be
• maintained and particular attention will be given to the imp]ementation

of remote _ mtrol with the ultimate objective of achieving autonomous

I roving closed-loop control with a remote mini-computer.

_ • Task C.l.a. Laser Rangeflnder: Pulse Amplification - D. Palumbo

| Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen

There have been five requirements placed on a laser Rangefluder _

I used for liartian Terrain Measurements.

I. Range ± .05 meters ,_,

i 2. Angle ± 10 crc s_conds _-3. Fast scan rate, on the order of 1 m sec. "
4. Low weight

I 5. low power consumption
The first two requiremeuts are to assure meanlngful calculation of terrain
data when determining the in-path slope. To simplify the calculations, a

i of the terrain should be made in about 1 m sec to elin_ ate
complete scan

error due to vehicle pitch and yaw, which leads to the third requirement.
The last two requirements orisinate with the intended use on a space

I vehicle.

l
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"': " ' TABI_' " "" :" "" " :'

, INTERRb-FT QUEUE TASKS AND TIMING& .. "" ",.

"" Interrupt .__nct_.on Exec Time Arrival Rate •

• : .%

. • o. .. o ° •

• o "-

• i. FCOM Fe_ _h earth command ll9tc+2t a 35.0 ."
°.°

• .

• 2a.TWARN Thermal warni'ng 253to+8ta+20 0..O017 "
°, ,•

°

•l• •
• • .

• 2b. BWARN Battery warning 209tc+lOta+g00. 0083.

.•° •

, . •253tc+8ta+20¢ I" "" 2c .PW/UtN Power .w&_ning _ O. 017
:,_._ .. •

• .. %- °

..... 3a.bSTOP Stop for obstacle 535tc+gt a 0.035

".I "" . " "" " "

_ -- .-_b.SSTOP Stop for slope• 53Tic+lit a 0.035
[ "i "'' "*-"" ' "" ""

° °. • • .J ° •

I 4a.NTIMER Normal. request for 522tc+9t a .l.O
w @

' • • .. • . * °'._

@

path. . • command .. "

' . "•: .., ... •
.' " • "..

i _ t @b:STI,IER Special request 56,590te+658ta+ 0.07i - -   ,ooo
.• °°

5- DCOM Dow li k ready 82tc+t a .' i " 1.0 .
Ii ".. fo_ 8ata .. .. • ".

• ° . . •-

o• •

I
lk ,

._ . •
4.-

@

' I
o

i
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" '" " TABLE ' , ' i• _

• LIST OF TEST CASES FOR TIIE MRV COMPUTER MODEL "

_I. Standard run - subsyst,._m access time (ta)'is i0 cycles; ...

• ""computer waits during scan :....
I •

• , ,

L. • •
: .. .

• ".°

_. Standard run -t a •is assumed 1 cycle, computer still

• _a{ts-during scan ."

i.|m @

,]. "" : " ° . _ . • . ..

_W_ -_. Standard'run - t= I0 cycles, computer is assumed to"
a . .

', execute Other tasks without _:aiting during
@ f Q

.#. ."- ..4 • "-• • •

,_:,. _ .-..1'.scanning ... - . ..I_e-; J... ". .'. , -.- - , " . .

• •

, , 4. Standard run -.ta = I cyc].o, computer does not. w.ai£

I during" s'canning• -- . .. . • •

I ° _o "" e -, .

- 8.. Runs 5 through 8 correspond to runsl through.#

I : except that all" task processing times were dbubled. ..
I "

i _hat is, the number of processing cycles were -.
. . . doubled, but the number of subsystem accesses

I , and sen_or delays remained ,unchanged. •
• •

• e e e

• o

r ,

9 ;.

.,4 "i1 E_ e

t I @ @

e

.-%

a

r*l_1_l_k_ ' I I I I liil _, - '-- "_'-"_--
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I Previously, only the "Phase Comparison" method offered accuraciesmeeting the first requirement. However, this technique uses a heterodyn- r
ing process which requires prolonged focus on a single point. Semi-

I conductor lasers cannot be pulsed over .2 microseconds leaving gas laserssuch as Helium-Neon for use. The phase comparison method then may not

meet fast scan assumptions and will be heavier and more power consuming

than a method using a semi-conductor laser.

The timed pulse method uses a GaAs laser and can be made to yield

a .05 m accuracies if pulse expanding techniques are used. Pulse expan-

D slon is used on co_ercially available counters claiming .I nano secondresolution. Such a system has been designed and is proposed.

The time pulse method is shown in Figure 38. The operation of thesystem is simpler than the phase comparison method, but, unfortunately,

not as accurate. Initial investigations showed that .25 naosecoud time

resolution is needed when measuring the elapsed time of flight in order
to achieve _ 5 cm. accuracy, Ref. 4. The system shown in Figure 38 was
suggested by W. Kuriger, Ref. 5, and is reported to be capable of + i0

cm. accuracy under laboratory conditions. Some modifications can be

,_ _ made to improve Kuriger's design.

The range is determined by monitoring a ramp generator (most likely

| with an A/D converter). The amplitude that the ramp reaches is propor-

i_ | tlonal to the length of time it is on. The ramp begins on a signal from
the pulse generator and stops on signal from the returning laser beam.

I Figure 39 contains the modlfied circuit diagram. _e important de-

. _ sign change concerns triggering the electronics with on board and return-

ing laser beams. Lasers have an indefinite delay time between pulse

I application and onset of the lasing mode. Triggering with a split laserbeam will eliminate the error due to this time lag. The processing be-

gins on signal from the storage-averaging branch. A two ma. pulse4-

| triggers the power supply to drive the laser. The tlwe delay between on
[ board and returning laser pulses is recorded by the detector and output

as a pulse of width, T. This pulse width is expanded and timed. The

i count resulting from the timing is used as a memory address for read onlymemories (ROM's). The range is output from the ROM's and stored to
await averaging. The pulse generator is then signaled for another range

beginning the cycle over. The m_nber of ranges to be averaged depends on

I how much tbne is allowed under the 1 msec. scan requirement.

• The pulse width, T, proportional to the beam tLme of flight is pro-

I duced by an exclusive or gate as shown in Figure 40. The beams are de-tected by photodiodes, amplified and applied to the gate. The on board "_
beam will be stronger and require less amplification, thus A2 will be

i greater than A1. The function of the gate as shown in the truth table isto produce the pulse length. Since the gate triggers at a specific voltage,
$ volts, the pulse length will also depend ou the slope of the leading edge
of the input pulse. This won't disturb the operation of the on-board

I circuit, but will affect the timing of the reflected circuit since theshape of this pulse will depend on distance traveled and type of terrain
encountered. This has been investigated, Ref. 4, and it was shown that

I dt = TII(S!a)I2

j,

......... _. _. ,' _ - .1. ,-_ _.,7,,,=,.Imz"
i
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TIwhere dt is the timing error, the pulse length, and S/N the signal
to noise ratio. Using nominal values, a maximum error of 3.75 cm. is

calculated. Since this is 75% of the allowable error, every effort r

must be made to minimize it. Although the reflected pulse shape won't

be identical to the output pulse shape, it certainly will depend on it.

The laser output pulse _hape must be as square and as powerful as
possible.

The problem of extracting centimeter accuracy from the timed pulse

method may be approached as follows, assuming rounded numbers for ease

of calculation. Tile range depth of field, R, will be from 3 to 30 meters

and can be related through the speed of light, c, to the time field by

Tl _ 2R/c. Accordingly T. must be between 20 and 200 n sac. If a range
resolution of 03 meters Is required, a time resolPtion of .2nsec. is

necessary. As stated earlier, soon to be available counters will have

resolutions of I0 nsec. (lOOMhz.). A minlmummagnification of 50 x is re-
quired for proper resolution.

The combination Rb, T, and C constitute a ramp generator similar to

Kurlger's design. The difference here is the me_hod of output. A large

J | resistor is placed across the capacitor with the result shown in Fig. 41.

/ _ Vln is the pulse iRput from the detector and is width modulated depending
on range. Using a capacitor of .01 microfarads and a resistor of 470K

ohms, the transfer function of Figure 42 was obtained. The slope, or

magnification, of the system is 1300 for the first part of the curve, and

300 for the second part. Note both slopes are well over one hundred. The

_-. resistor, R, may be replaced by a high input impedance scl_nitt trigger

shown in Figure 43. The function of the circuit is to provide triggering

at predetermined voltages, producing a square wave output which is more

suitable for timing. Figure 43 shows the input and output wave shapes
along with the circuit's transfer function. The transfer function shows

the hysteresis exhibited by the circuit, allowing precise wave shaping

and timing.

Figure 44 shows the expander with R' replaced by a transistor cir-

cuit. The two transistors are driven by pulses VIa from the detection

branch, and V2, a pulse generato_ txiggexed by V1 . V1 charges the capa-
cltor as before, but nov the charge is metered out at a constant current
determined by the transistor. As before

VcI = IIT1/C

B

If the stored charge lIT 1 is metered out at current 12,

VC1 = i2T2/C

Than slnply

I' xs/z2 "T2/Tl

I The capacitor vould supply • constant curront until it's voltage droppedto the point vhere the transistor 88turated. The diechar|a vould than be

: exponential (see V_). LlttLa time vae available to be spent on this
, circuit, but it ah_m promise for developmant in the future.

I g74002964-082
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Up till now the concern has been producing a pul._e width dependent !

on range and long enough to allow proper resolution. It is clear from r

Figure 42 that the pulse exoander's transfer function is not linear, and Ii
computation of range from timing the pulse width would require extensive

calculation. However, the pulse can be timed and hardwired to produce a _

memory address corresponding to the correct range. I
#

Since T , the unexpanded pulse width, is related to the range by I_

TI = 2R/c, t_e field o£ TI will be _'i
i
l

20 _ TI_ 200 nsec 'l.

Y

and
}

I
i Tmax.-Tmin. = 180 nsec.

If the range is to be known within + .03 meters, a differential element

of range, dR = .06 meters, would correspond to a differential time of

2 l.I

I_ dT1 = 2dR/c = .4nsec.

[ The number of unique time values needed to define the field is then

N = 180/dT 1 = 450

If a portion of the pulse expander's transfer function, say with

slope = I00, was blown _,p, the relation would be similar to Figure 45.

i If T1 = 60nsec., the differential element would be from 59.8 to 60.2
nsee. as shown. This transfers to T2 as mean time T2 = 6 microsec.
and diffe'ential element from 5.98 to 6.02 microsec. If a l0 nsec. clock

I is used, 4 pulses will fit into IT2.

Tpmax. will be given by I00 x Timex or 20 mlcrosec. With a clock

period-of I0 nsec., this transforms Eo a maximum count of 2000 at Tzmax.

The number of binary digits neces._.=y to handle this count is 12. For .
, the case being considered here, with T2 = 6 microsec., the count will be

600. Notice that any count from 597 to 604 is representative of the same

j • differential timLe element dT2, see Figure 45. i

l' The memory address is produced from the count by hardwlred logicgating, Figure 46. A count of 600 is shown in the register. This corres-
ponds to an elapsed time of 60 nsec. or a ran_ of 9 meters. Thla range
would correspond ideally to a memory addreso of 150. When t!:ecount is

li anywhere from 597 to 604, 150 should appear in the memory address register
through similar gating. If the enti_e transfer function is calibrated in
thla manner, a anlque memory address will be produced for any elapsed time

I within the  If erentlal limlts.T 1

The memory component Is the least eompllcated of the system. It's

U purpose is to store 450 values of range lot processing. Since the maximumrange has been assumed to be 30 meters or "3000 centimeters, a 12 bit

memory word length will be necessary, the whole memory consisting of 1,50

I words. b

• m I
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As far as the averaging process is concerned, every logic gate has

associated with it a delay time. This time is constant and if accounted

for wi_l not hamper operation. The typical delay time for a gate is I0 r

nsec. The data access time from memory is i00 nsec. Notice that the

maximum output from the pulse expander will be 20 microsec., and if I00

gates plus memory have to be passed, the delay from pulse expander to

range will be 21.1 microsec. A safe figure for the total figure would be

about 25 microsec. Since a GaAs laser is to be pulsed for i00 nsec.

(maximum) at a duty factor of .1%, the minimum period allowable for laser

operation is I00 micro sec. This can be lowered easily to 50 microsee.

by shortening laser 'on' time, but clearly the laser is the dragging foot.

At a period of 50 microsec., 4 points will be averaged I0 times in 2msec.

meeting pitch and yaw assumptions.

The major features of a power supply for laser operation are the high
current needed for on3et of lasing (i0 amps_ and the narrow pulse width

necessary to avoid burn out. At first a supply was designed for use with

the phase difference method. The current pulse must have a flat top if
the laser output is to be modulated. Transistor 2N5262 was chosen for its

speed and current capabilities. The final design is shown in Figure 47

I with 15 transistors in parallel to supply 45 amps to the laser. The cit-e i cult was never constructed because 2N5262 could not be obtained. The

,_ circuit would have been ideal for experimentation allowing low current

I (non-la_ing) pulses of long length for heterodyning experimentation andshort, high current pulses for time pulse experiments. When it became

obvioas that 2N5262 would not arrive, an alternate design was chosen.

I Figure 48 shows a power supply and the current waveform it produces.

I The operation is to charge the storage capacitor through the transistors

until the capacitor voltage reaches Vcc. SCR GA201 is triggered to allow

I discharge through the laser diode. This pulser was built with the wave-form resulting shown in Figure 49. Not_, this is not the current waveform,

but the signal waveform received at the photodiode. The rise time of the

I pulse (I00 nsec.) is far from the current rise time given for the L:ircuit
(20 nsec), Ref. 6 and 7.

[_calling the requirements placed on the rangefinder, they are:
r

[ 1. Range + .05 meters
I 2. Angle _ I0 arcsec.

m I 3. Fast st-an rate
| • 4. Low weight :

' 5. Low power consumption

fiThe timed pulse method meets all requirements and is recommended for
further development in two maln areas of study: the laser power supply •i

i with related detector electronics, and the modified pulse expander in- ,cludlng counters and :eglsters,

Supp]yimg 40 a_ps to the laser becomes a problem, but can be solved

I' by elimlnatlng all unnecessary components and wire lengths in the laser's_Ircuit. Figure 56 _ws a suuested power supply scheme to eliminate the
3 INgl4's as an example of power supply improvement. The detection may be

I improved by adding a differentiating op-amp, Ref. 8, to eliminate receivedpulse rise time and the error introduced by this rise time.

I . ?
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The modified pulse expander is not a unique design. Hewlett-
Packard counters model numbers 5360 and 5379 boast .1 nsec. res >lutton r

and use pulse expanding techniques. They cost around $6,000.00. There-
fore further rcscarch into the modified expander is recommended t_ards

a possible linear transfer function to simplify processing. If the pulse

expanding technique can be debugged and made practical, the timed pulse

method, as described, is a laser rangeflnder for terrain sensing measure-

ments for Mars application.

It is planned to continue the design, construction and evaluation

of this laser rangefinder alternative during the caning year.

Task C.l.b. Laser Scan Methods and Phase Comparison Rangeftnder - G. Herb
Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen

This task addresses two areas of study: (i) a laser scanning system,
I and (2) the range finder electronics and methods.

If the terrain data is to be collected as the vehicle is moving, the

.# ' L rocking and rolling of the vehicle as it travels the uneven terrain can
f be a large source of error. To attempt to reduce this error, the laser

_ scan methods considered here are of a block scanning nature. That is, the

i entire field of view of the rover is scanned out very rapidly so that therock and roll error between points Is negligible and ali points in the
fleld may be considered to have been obtained slmultaneously.

The criterion for such a are:
system

, 1. No or few moving partsi

I 2. An angle Incremented _." _t.e. point spacingsvary with distance f_ . _ehlcle)
3. Scan requirements - . L,_ :1 angle 40 ° - 60 °

,_glr AO°
! !
• A rapid scanning laser range fJ._der _', these requirements was

.! sho_m to be a feaslble system. A non-._ .... _ laser scanner using

either dlgital deflectlon optics or a m_," _- semiconductor laser diodeswas found to be the most _romlslng meth_ :. c_plete range flnder scanning

8ystemwas proposed around this type of rapid scan. The proposed system

18 hlghly accurate because it does not use _nolog signals to determinethe angles at which a laser pulse is transmitted. All directions have bi-

• uary labels which correspond to angles vhlch can be known to • high degree

I of accuracy.
The problem of phase blur due to the incident spot from the laser

, bemtbeing distorted due to the beam's shallow angle of incidence was

_I fotmd to the accure_ies sired for
cause uesllglble ez_'ors comj_ir@d with

: • re•eomsble reuse of bean d!.aneter.

A dp_tgn for • phase comparisonp uodulated laner range finder hasbeen developed vhich appears to provide • very promteingvay of achieving

_,_ the desired _ 1 ¢entinster accuracy at mid-renge (- 15 to 20 nsters_.

& section of the design us bread-buerded and tested. Although the
tests wre /n good •Sreem_t with predicted results, •ddi_iomsl york will

! .
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be necessary to complete the laboratory testing of the entire system.

Details of the progress are provided in the following sections on
scanning systems and rangefinder system.

Scannin_ Systems

One possible system, the dual vibrating mirror scan, wa,.inves'i-
gated but proved to be inappropriate for a rapid s_.ansystem. Here, two
more systems will be introduced which attempt to alleviate the problems
of the dual mirror approach.

Kurlger, Ref. 5, has worked on and proposed a hybrid scan system
using a vibrating mirror for a vertical scan and a llne of laser diodes
to accomplish the horizontal scan. His rangeflnder system is not capable
of producing the necessary accuracy, but his scanning system does have
some ad_'antages. Kuriger's system ks presented with some minor modifi-
cations in Figure 51. The "pulse transmitted detector" P.asbeen added to
conform with the information needed in one of the rangefindlng schemes

,' I currently under study. In this system both the transmitter and the _c-
8 tector use the same vertical scan mirror. The diodes provide the horizon-

._ J tal scan, while the receiver looks at the end.ire hori',ontal scan area via
the cyllndrical lens. The use of the same scan mlrro: assures synchronl-

I zatlon between transmitter and receiver, and the narrowing of the detector'sfleld of view to only one horlzontal row at a time increases the signal .o
_= noise ratio. Further advantages of this system are its compactness and
_" i" s_all number of components. But although the horizontal transmitted an_le

l is known exactly, the vertical angle determination relies on the same type
of mirror position detectlon as does the dual mirror system and suffers the
same problems.

An alternative system which seems to avoid all the major scan problems
is proposed. Figure 52 shows the proposed system using digital deflection

I optics, but a matrix of laser diodes could be substituted Just as well. d.

! The detection system ,,sed is sf ilar o Kuriger's except the detector

section is _echanlcally a separate entity from the tranmnltter. W_._ _hemirror drtve starts its vertlcal sweep, the synch (start) circuit d_,tects
this and initiates the transmltter's scan. The transmltter's vertlcal
scan i, approximately synchronized to the mirror, but the detector Is given

enough to compensate a sllght mls-match. Any alg-
a wlde fleld Of vlev for

match vhlcb does occur does not continue to accumulate since the tranmitter
•' and detector are re-synchronlzed aC the be$1nnin$ of each vertlcal scan.

The advantase_ of this system are uany-fold. First, the actual laser

t

acanntnS is completely soUd state. Also the transmitted angles are kno_m

Ji _actly, vlth each pair of horizoetal and vertlcal havln8 Its own b_naryc_de lab_1. Fln_11y, although a _!brld detector scheme 18 used, data point
accuracy is extrmmly Inproved because we are vot relyln8 on the ulrror
position to s/we po/nt location, only to nar_ _, the detector's field of

_] view to the azluuthal ILne of theapprc_ate SCan transw_ttez. Th.'* system

' then seems to have the notential for extret_ly accurate tranemitted angle
/nfornation vhlle suit,, aluin8 8 reuonable signal to noise ratio at the

I detector by narrowing its fiehi of view.

! ,
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One problem with all the angular scan methods is the incident spot
distortion at the terrain. Since a collimated beam is transmitted at an r

angle, the actual shape and size of the spot will be distorted when it

I strikes all surfaces other than those to which it is normal (see Figure53). This is most severe at the maximtnn ranges. As can be seen from

the figure

[
d

W ffi for horizontal terrain
sin

i (i.e. in the plane of the river)
Therefore: at 30 meters (8 ffi5.7°) a 2.5 cm beam diameter (= I inch)

would produce a spot length of 25 cm. This effect worsens for negative

i in-path slopes and improves to a for il,-path slopes.
up point positive

This distortion results in different rays within the beam traveling

i different total paths. Thus a ray on the top of the beam in Figure 53would travel a total round trip distance of 2( _Z/2) or /_ more than a

ray on the bottom of the beam. This distribution of path lengths within

- a single beam will cause a time of flight ambiguity at the rangefinder's3 _ detector. In the case of a modulated beam type rangefinder which is des-

cribed more fully in the follc_ing section, the phase of the modulating
% frequency on the returning beam relative to the outgoing " .,amis what

,[i supplies the range information. Spot distortion will cau,___ a phase blur

of a magnitude proportional to the amount of distortion. Referring to
Figure 53 and taking the speed of light to be 3 x I0 meters/second

I
_¢ ffi .024f (w2 - d2) _

i "whereZ_¢ ffi peak to peak phase blur in degrees

w ffi Incident spot length in cm.

[ d = beamdiameter in cm.

[ fm ffi modulating frequency in HhzBut since _£

• " where/ relative receiver to transmitter phase of modulating i

frequency _
.t = beaa ideal round trip transit t/me in microseconds ,_/

I The error Introduced by the phase blur is

A_ = ,024 (2 . d2)_

i "W 360 -
1

," and Is independent of fm. Therefore, the phase blur error is independent

I of the beam's modulating frequency and can be fixed by other constraints.
i Table VII shows values of _/_ as a function of range in front of

| . ,
C2
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the vehicle, R, and beam diameter, d.

TABLE VII

A¢/¢ in
mR d ffi.__==__5 d ffi1 d ffi2

3 .0131 .0262 .0524
5 .0158 .0317 .0635
I0 .0178 .0355 .0709
20 .0183 .0366 .0732
30 .0134 .0368 .0737

This can be do_e since R is a function of e and w is a function of d
and 0. Note that the errors introduced by spot distortion on a flat

I terrain are negligibly small over a large range of d.

A Raugefinder System

i I.
-_ A modulated laser - phase comparison rangefiuder was proposed and

, appears in block diagram form as Figure 54. The benefit of this type
f [ of system is that since the returned signal will be a sine wave of a

I specific frequency in noise, it can be put through a very narrow band
pass filter to increase its signal to noise ratio.

Heterodyning techniques (frequency translating) are used as a

method of increasing resolution. A constant _hase angle is maintained
In a heterodyning procedure. Therefore a 45 phase lag at 1 MHz corres-

l ponds to a lag of 125 nanoseconds. After heterodyning down to I0 KHz,
the 45° phase lag is maintained, but a 45° lag at I0 KHz corresponds
to 12.5 microseconds. Thus a frequency decrease of I00 times has given

ii a time expansCou of 100. The proposed system also averages sevezal cyclesof phase differences to further increase the range accuracy. A complete
description of thi_ system can be found in Ref. 9.

! The phase detection section of the raugefinder was bread-boaraed in
the laboratory to check its operation. Due to equipment problems the
heterodyning section could not be simulated. Without the frequency trans-

[! latiug section, the phase comparator had to be checked with a lower ire-|
queucy. The time expansion feature was also lost. Phase delays of

i ! "' sufficient magnitudes for the comparator to resolve thus had to be

• artificially produced. These phase differences therefore represented no
• actual range measurement8, but were for test purposes only.

i Since this self contained system had no significant noise, the Sctunltttriggers were set at the more easily implemented threshhold of zero with
zero hysteresis. In the actual system, more realistic values of the thres-
holds should be chosen. The most logical place to locate this threshhold

I voltage at first glance, is at the point of maximum slope of the signal,since this would reduce the sensitivity of the trigger to premature or late
switching due to noise spikes close to the threshhold. However, for ainu-

' _otds this point is at zero voltage which eliminates the hysteresis _egioni and it i8 the hysteresis that reduces the sensitivity to premature C,FF
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switching of the trigger after it has just crossed the ON threshhold
and vice versa (see Figure 55). Thus the actual hysteresis, and

therefore threshholds, should be set as a function of the most probable

noise amplitude of the processed signal.

As for the system under test, all sections worked as expected. The

output wave closely resembled Figure 56 (with the exclusive OR envelope

missing of course). Since NAND logic was used, however, the wave forms

were inverted. With the SAMPLE command held high, the c)ocked phase

i pulses were grouped into the appropriate number of samples for averaging.

Varying the phase angle of the input signals varied the phase pulse width,

and therefore the number of pulses in the output count, by a proportional

i amoun t.

It is planned to continue laboratory development of the phase com-

j parison alternative and to compare its feasibility with the pulse amp!i-

I flcatlon system described under Task C.l.a.

I Task C.2.a. Error Analysis and Stochastic Fit for Gradients - P. Burgerj Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen

Because of the round trip co,,nunlcation delay of between nine and

I is essential that a Mars roving vehicle be equipped
twenty-five minutes,it

with autonomous terrain modeling and path selection systems. The objec-
tive of this task is to determine the effects of terrain sensing instru-

I mentation errors on the estimation of terrain feat lres, specificallyslopes and gradients, and to evaluate the feasibility of employing a

stochastic fit for gradients. These results can asblst in defining terrain
sensor instrumentation specifications on the one hand and can guide the de-! velopmeut of path selection systems on the other.

• i The terrain sensor system being appraised, Figure 57, Involves a range-
| finder which is aimed along azimuthal and elevation angles to a point onI
• the terrain. It is assumed that a scanning system ba_ed on increment in "

the elevation and azimuthal angles, Figur,; 58, will cover the interest of

region in front of the vehicle. It has been determined that such a scanning "and rangefindiug system can be used Co estimate the local gradient of the
terrain. However, because of the sensor errors in range and pointing

Ii angles, the estimated gradient will differ from the actual gradient depend-ing on the magnitude of the sensor errors. It has been determined that the
, standard deviation of the gradient will be in the range of one to eight de-

grees for standard deviations in rangefinding of 0.01 to 0.1 meters and

li azimuthal standard of minute. The standard devia-
elevation and errors one

tton of the gradient is also dependent on the gradient of the terrain, on
the distance of modeled plane from the vehicle and the data point spacing.

In this analysis, it has also been assumed that a rapid scan is used sothat errors due to the pitch and roll of the vehicle can be neglected.

I Complete details of the analysis end interpretation are presented inRef. 16.

Mathematical Analysis

The quantities R, 0, and _are measured with respect to the co-

l ordinate systesh", aS', and b", fixed to the vehicle. Fisure 57. Wlth

t
mRj
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i With laser height at 3 meters
r

i h" = 3 - Rsin _ (la)

a" = R cos_ sin6) (Ib)
b" = R cos_cos e (Ic)

i The body-bound axis rolls with th,:angle _ and pitches through an angle

a_n about a reference frame h, a, and b loaned by the local verticald an axis in a plane containing the heading and the local vertical.

The" coordinate transformation, Ref. I0, is:

hla = C(_) B ({) a" (2)
b b"

I

l where C(_) and B(_ ) are the roll and pitch transformation matrices
respect ire ly.

Determination of Slopes and Gradient

A number of measurement points within a certain small area of sur-

face, say 0.5m by 0.5m, can be used to determine a plane in space, whichmay be written _s:

I h = ax I +bx 2 -Px3 (3)

: where x I is the cross path slope and x_ is the In-path slope, which arethe two'constant parameters to be dete_mlned, Ref. ii and 12. "_,,,_o.orres-

ponding gradient of the plane, which is Jeflned as the gradient of the

terrain in that small region on the planet's surface, is

i
Sg = (Xl2 + x22) _ (4)

If the slope is less than a predetermined criterion, it is c_._stdered to
be safe for the vehicle to travel ahead. ',

lJ In order to locate the plaue by a number o£ measurement, points, one
., may rewrite Eq. (3) as _(

hi = + bix 2 + ($)aix 1 x_

where h_,a4, and b i are found from R_ , e4, and _ in Eqs. (I) and (2)

U for each i_h point. Theoretically, t_ree*points htermir, e a plane (t=1,2,3).For greater accuracy however, more than three neasuremanc8 (i=I,2,3,...,u)
probably n=_ or 6) are needed to detent/he the slopes. A complete picture of
the terrain In front of the vehicle can be constructed by modeling uumerou8

I adjacent planes, covering a small area surface.
eJtch of

turbation of the Variables

i ,If t - i[ _ b = _ &re aestIId tO k true In F_. ($) a leasti l i l
square error aetiiIte can _l perforItd which ilniil.zee
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,. where _£ is the actual measured height and _i is the corresponding
height in the modeled plane. G I

)

In matrix-vector notation, Eq. (5) is:
I
i
)

i
" The least square estimate of the parameter x, Ref. 13, becomesa

_" x = (_T_)-I_T_ (8)

I Perturbation of the Varlables
The least square estimate above assumes the matrix A to be corn=

pletely deterministic, Ref. 14. In reality, however, there is error

involved In the determination of and due the
a) b, h, to errors tu

- our measured values of 4, _ , R, _ and (_ .

"¢ [[ If the symbol _ denotes a perturbation, then_h, _a, and_b interms o£ _, _, QcK _{'_. and _gare:

,_ D(hJt )a s. [il'_=_

= ,b",4,,_,) + c(4,)s(ti)G(R,O,O) (9)

I "

; _ovariance .Hatrix of the Variables

The covariance matrix of the variables can be defined, Ref. i5,
as

' [
: • M = (IO) :

,,-[ ,L, J' ,,
[[ where E denotes expected vii..

If 55 ) b'_ , _ , _ and_9 are not correlated, then with the aid

il of Eq. (9)

I "'°L o o ,+a:, ,,,,...... o s(S0}"J ..

i From Eqs. (I0) sad (II) the stmdard deviatlous o_ h) a) and b)

can be cmnpoted in terms of thou of _, _ dar-_'_ j_ and 0 for. each point. These are _ qulatiti., tlmt up. the accuracy
Ig of the nessurin8 devices

I "Covart.mc__e14sttt_ of elm Slo_-s
kl ($) ua be _rittm as

I
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!
j h - Ax (12a) ,,

With h =_ + _h, A ffi X +6A, and x =_, +_x ,_) r.

and Eq. (7) the covartance matrix of the slopes is

This equation utilizes the least square estimate of the parameterx from Eq. (8) and the elements of the covarlance matrix of the vari-
ables for each point, which are determined from Eq. (11).

Variance of the Gradient

If the symbol 6sg denotes the standard deviation of the gradient,

I Sg, then from Eq. (4) !

"" _"_ Cx_+ *'%, , XZ ) xzdx zI" dSg = (X1+ x z) x_dx_ +

._j| The variance of the gradient is:

--_< Z --%

•, ;_ _ y,,,y,,_._ z

. 0",_.'"Y'2."t'r'- _,,+x_

The covarlances (Y_,_ 0"_ ,and (;'_._% can be found from Eq. (15).

l The value of ersg is a measure of the esttmati_ of the gradient.In general, there is a 687. probability that the actual gradient lies
between the values of Sg + 0%8 and Sg - ekg cud a 957. probability that

_ [ the actual gradient lies between the values of Sg + 2 _sg and Sg - 2 _sg.

14_n_mumVariance Estt, _te

[ Ageneralized form of Eq. (7)is:

v - _ (17) i

[ , where v Is the noise due to measurement of h and A in Eq. (5). If |
the expected values of Eq. (17) are

Z_) -_ , Z_) -X (18)

U then Z(v) - v - h - Ax - 0 (19)
by vtrture of Eq. (12c). Subtracting Eq. (19) from Eq. (17), with
the aid o£ the definitions of Eq. (12b), one obtains:

,. | ask_v - &h- _tl (2o)

I Thus the eovartence of v becmss

R. sCvv_3 . s_m- _)(_h -_)_3
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I
which is the same as those terms inside the bracket in Eq. (17).

The cost function J can be expressed as r-

J = vTR-iv = (h - Ax)TR-I(h -,_)

= hTR-lh - _TATR-I h - hTR-IA_ �_TATR-IA_(22)

The minimum variance estimate of _ can be obtained by taking the
minimum of J with respect to x.

_2ATR-Ih + 2ATR-IA_ = 0
_J ( 23)

Min_J = a--x=

Thus the mlnim'_nvariance estimate _ becomes

,w (ATR-IA)-I_TR-Ih,_ (24)X =

• L where R can be obtained from Eq. (21).d_

[

_ The minimum variance estimate given by Eq. (24) is a weighted

i l_ast square estimate. It will provide a better estimate of the: ;jrad|eut than the standard least square estimate of Eq. (_) _ "use
0 it gives correct weight to the individual measurement pol-

l However, the numerical results in the example compu :ore
Eq. (?4) is very close to the results given by Eq. (17) , _use the
veighting factor in the covarlance matrix R is nearly proportional

I to an identity matrix. That i8 to say,the weighting factors in thediagonal terms of R are equal. This i8 equivalent to an unweighted
least square estimate.

O

I ,...rlca*,.gulfs,
• It is assumed the rover will use a split beam where _B is the

i| dtffernce in the elvatlon angle between the two beams and _ is
the difference in azimuth m,gle between any two laser pulses as shmm
in Fig. 58.

The values ot /3 _ 0' for each data point, along with the map, i- .,'
rude of the cross*path and in-path slopes of the terrain, determine the _

: data point spacing and the distance of the data points from the vehicle. _After a number of data points are maasured, they are transformed to the
uon-rotatin8 refareuce system by Eqs. (la to 2c). Then • least square
eetiqate of the slopes /s obtsined by Eq. (8). This least sq_t • estimate

t the vslues of b for each sin•sure•mat
dap_ds directly upaa h. •t

point. Utilising the value ot the vector • found in Eq. (8), the v•lue8
of _, _, _, _, and e for each data point, md the stsu_ardda-
viatious of them qmmtitios, the sssnitudt of the I_adim_t and its
• arisnce ca be calculated,

I The stmula_ altar[at/on in 8zadilmt, _8. c_m bo determined byutllisin8 gqs. (ll). (14), (15), sad (16). _ variance of the Srsdl_mt
: dallMmdsup_ the ero_s-patb sml in-path slopes of tl_ tart•in, the _oll

I
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and pitch angle of the vehicle, the data point spacing, the distance
of the data points from the vehicle, and the accuracy of the measur-
ing devices. G

If the rangeflnder scan rate is on the o_der of milliseconds,
which is perfectly feasible with electronic scanning, then each set
of 4 adjacent data points is measured practically instantaneously
since the rover motion is on the order of seconds and all 4 points
will retain the same r-'at.ve position to each other when they are
transformed from the vcnlcl_ coordinate system to the fixed system.
Consequently, the rover can model the planes in the vehicle coordinate
system, and then transform the planes to the non-rotatlng frsa, e. Since
the maximum positive or negative slope that the vehicle can navigate is
_+25°, relative slopes might be as high as + 50°and still be navigable,
Fig. 59.

Also due to rapid scan, the error introduced by setting -_ o-_ = 1°
I (which is a reasonable estimate of these quantities due to the constant
( rock and roll of the vehicle as it tra"_rses the surface) will be con-

81stently between 1° and 2° because it _nly involves the error in trans-

I forming the already modeled plane from the vehlcle syste_ of reference
_ to the fixed system. Consequent1,', the effects of _ and c_ are not

considered in the analysis.

I If a flat terrain is assumed, _'$- _'_ = 1' and _'_ = 5 cm, and
_ and _/_ (and consequently the data point spacin&) are varied for
each set of 4 points, the graphs sho_-n in Fig. 60 are obtained. Each

I solid line represents constant values for A_ and _C<. A6 and A'_
m

are the data point spacings along the in-path and cross path directions
respectively. For any constant value of _ and Ag, the data point

spacing decreases very rapidly as the scan approaches the vehicle andconsequently the error in gradient rises very rapidly.

I In choosing an 'optimum' data point space it must be noted thatan increase in the spacing decreases the error In gradient. However,
this renders the data less meaningful, as more terrain has been over-
looked. At the 30 meter range, a general picture of the terrain with

a of 2-3 meters is sufficient. At close (4-7 meters)spacing range,
the points should be at least a8 close as 0.66 meters because this is
the width of the widest navigable t revice. In Fig. 60, the dotted line

I represents etsK vs. distance from th_ vehlcle for such a scheme, wherethe data point spacing varies from about 0.$ meters at a distance of 4
utters from the vehicle to about 3 meters at a distance of 30 meters

frm the vehie le. .i
Each of the plot8 in Figs. 61 and 62 utilize the 8m optima

scheme as the dotted 11ue in Fig. 60. Once again flat terrain is

assumed |or all the data In _1, is kept at $ cm andpoints. Fig.
d_B and o_ are set to O..017 (1'). and .t (6'). The error in gradient
18 markedly redtu:ed by decreasing o'_ and o_O from 6' to 1' but any

! further increases in accuracy _11 result in bulkier and heavier equipmentwhich is not very beneficial. By cemparing the plots for e_ • e_O = 1'
and e_ = er'_3 = 0° it is seem that a standard deviation in _ and d_ of

I 1' has very littla effect ou the error in. gradient.

II -
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In Fig. 62, O_R is varied from I cm to 10 cm while _ and c_9
are kept constant at I' (.017). The error in gradient increases G

rapidly at close range for each value of _.

Fig. 63 plots _sg vs relative in-path slopes of from -30° to
+50° at 4 meters from _he vehicle. In all cases, the cross-path slope

of the measured plave is 0° and there is at least 1 data point with a

height h of 0 meters in each group of 4 points. The graph only extends

to -30° because the rangefiuder beam cannot 'see' over a negative in-

i path slope greater than this value at 4 meters distance. With _ = o_= I',
! O_R is varied from I cm to 5 cm. A data point spacing of .6 meters is

assumed. Fig. 64 plots c_s vs rel_tive in-path slopes of from -6° tog
+50° at 20 meters from the vehicle. All the other conditions are the

I same as in Fig. 63 that the data is 1.2 meters in-
except point spacing

stead of 0.6 meters Finally, Fig. 65 plots graphs of _sg vs relative
cross-path slopes of from 0° to 50° for distances of 4 meters and 20

j meters from the vehicle. In this case, the in-path slopes are set to 0°.

| Once again o_ = o_e = I' and _ is varied from 2 to I0 cm. The data
point spacing at 20 meters from the vehicle !_ 1.2 meters and the spacing

I at 4 meters from the vehicle is 0.6 meteor.
" From Figs. 63 to 65, it can be noted that the higher the r_lative

In-path or cross-path slope, and the closer the data points are to the

I vehicle, the larger the error in gradient. All other factors considered
equal, the error in gradient is larger for a given in-path slope than

_ for a cross path slope of .he same magnitude. It is obvious in Fig. 63

[- that o_- should be as close to I cm as possible in order that c_s2 willbe within 2° at 4 meters distance and high values of relative in-p_th

slopes.

I This analysis, which is summarized in Ref. 17, leads to 3 very Ira-• !

portant conclusions. First, the very large error due to the motion of

the vehicle can be eliminated by utilizing a rapid scan rangefinder.l

_ Secondly, if o'_ and o'_ are reduced below 1 arcminute, no significant
!

reduction in error is obtained. Finally, most of the error In gradient

estimation is due to _R" The vari. ace c/ the gradient should be as low

I as possible, but if an upper bound of 2 ° is set, then _'R must be as lowas I cm. _

Due to surface irregularity, data points will not fall at regularintervals as they would on a flat plane, but will be scattered about un-
evenly. A procedure must be developed to determine how each group of 4 _
points is to be chosen prior to the modeling procedure. Another question

i that should be investigated is whether the modeling procedures for

terrain at the 20 - 30meter range should be modified so that the rover l
can model hills and craters as well as flat planes. More generally the

i problem is one of determining a complete picture of the terrain from an: array of different sized and shaped planes, each of whose gradients have
.o

a different magnitude and direction.

U
Task C.2.b. Gradient Estimates from Stereo Measurements - W. J. l_eifer

Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen ?

The method of calculating a stochastic estimate of the gradient

of the terrain in the path of the Martian vehicle, Task C.2.a. has been
; applied _o two stereo measurement systems. One system_ called stereo

ansles, uses three angular measurements in elevation and azimuth to
_._

A

m=um_t
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locate a terrain point. Another system, called stereo range uses
three range measurements. These two systems are compared with the !

non-stereu system, Task C.2.a. and Ref. 16, and with the limits of ¢

, present laser rangefinder technology.

The standard deviation in the four point estimate of the gradient

depends on the distance of the four points from the vehicle, the posi-

tions of the terrain points in relation to each other, the gradient of
the terrain and the measurement errors. Vehicle motion effect on the

standard deviation in gradient has been reduced to cn additive factor

as a result of the assumption of a rapid-scan laser.

The effects of the above factors on the standard deviation gradient
are shown in Figures 68-71 for a stereo angles measurement system which

i uses 3 angular measuremen :s and in Figures 72-74 for a stereo range sys-

tem which uses 3 range measurements. A desired maximum allowable standard

deviation in gradient has been set at 2°. These results are sunmarized

_ and compared with the non-stereo system which uses one range and two

•ngular measurements, Ref. 16 and i7, in Table VIII.

I Within the limits of the
present technology, non-stereo system

appears much more practical than the stereo range system. Laser range-

_, finder technology has not yet reduced range standard deviation _ below

; ( 0.01 meter. In fact, a more reasonable expectation for range standard
! deviation may be from 0.02 to 0.05 m. The results for stereo range have

been presented in anticipation of improvements in rangefinder accurac 7.
• i

I At longer range the non-stereo system s better than the stereo

•ngles system. At close range, stereo angle may be comparable to non-

stereo if the standard deviation in the transmitter-receiver separation

, o_ can be reduced to O.O01m. This conclusion is also based on :he assump-
• tion that angle standard deviation will be about one minute of arc.

I" Hathematical Analysis

The basic method of esf.lmatlug gradient from four terrain point

Ii measurements is outlined in Ref. 16. For this application, the follow-
ing modlflcattons were made. !

|" a) Stereo Angles

1 The elevation angles _ and _, and the azimuthal angle

i I O •remeasuredwlth respect to thecoordin•te sy.'.emh", •",
b" fixed to the vehicle as shmm in Figure 66. A lasez is loca-

| ted at point T which is 3 meters in height. The elevation angle

._ of the transmitted light beam is measured at T fro_ the

J horizon to the terrain point U. The elevation angle _ of thereceived beam is measured •t • point L meters from the top of
the mast. Scue type of scanning detector is assumed in the

i measurement of the angle c<. The angle 0 is the azimuthalangle of the transmitted beam.

I From the geometry, with a sensor mast height of 3 meters,! the terrain point coordinates h", a"; b" are found in terms of

O( , _, e, and L,

;.

I
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hft=3- :I, ta,_F ' '"., (In)

•. (tan0 -tanK ) • I

a_ L _iu e lib)

+b{/: I,coc 0 (Ic) +;

n {5-tan o() " I

The coordinates h", a" and b" are fixed to the vehicIe and may be
transformed to the h, a, b reference system as shown in Eq. (2), Task )
C.2.a. i

t
1

b) Stereo Range l

i The quantities M, N and K are measured with respect to
the coordinate system h", a", b" which is fixed to the vehicle

as in Fig. 67. The measurement M is twice the range to the

I terrain point U from the transmitter and receiver at T on top
of the sensor mast.

>

I M = 2 R (2a)

The measurement of N is the sum of the ranges from the trans-mitter to the terrain point U and from this point back to a
receiver at a vertical distance L meters from the transmitter.

N = R 4- P (2b)

The measurement K is the sum of the ranges from the transmitter
at T to the terrain point U and from this point hack to another

[ receivar at a horizontal distance J meters from the transmitter. _

'. K = R 4-Q (2c) ,_

From the geometry the coordinates of the terrain points 7_

I h are found in terms of M, N, K, L and J.

ijl hq= 3- L + N(F-I.I) (3a) ,
• _r "}I'--- " . ".

-#,._ & . " ' (3b)
a 2J + _ " '

_,," "4" .4 " ,k " 2 - _ (3c) ," 'U . K20;.]02 . _2(R.).s)2

==-- ! I
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J Analytic Solutions for Estimation

Let the symbol _ denote a perturbation. If _ 4, _ , _=_ , _ G

J , _ and _ L are not correlated the following relation is obtained.
a) Stereo Angles System

¥a=D

[ .. • 0 , , . 14)
_(_,,()2- o o o

I o _'.c_0)2 0 o T

.. * CBoa o o _(_)2 o Ga

j > o o o _1_1._2
.J

[-.Ji. The standard deviations of h, a and b can be computeg in terms
_ of those of _, _ _ c_, _, _ and L for each point. These arc

kno_m quantities which depend on the accuracy of the measuring devices.

lI
b) Stereo Range System

If _, _, _M, _N, _K, _L and 6J are uncorrelated, the
following is obtained by the same method used to derive equation (4).

IZ 't - _.([_:)2 o . o o o

D + C S Gr 0 0 BTCT *

z_,) "o o o I:c_'z,):'o ,_

•j ) . .o o .o o ._._j)' '
: . _ .. _._

.J

The standard deviations of h, s, and b can be computed in terms
of those of _, _, M, N, K, L, and J for each point. Equations (4) :'
and (5) Include the matrix G which involves all the measured quantities.

Therefore, the standard deviations in h, a_ and b depend on the loca-tLons of the data points in relatlon to the vehicle as veU as on the _
accuracies of these ueasureuwnts.

I1 ;The slopes and sradlent are calculated by the Eqs. (12) - 116)
presented trader Task C.2.8.

I utu_rlesl Results for Stereo Heasuremmt Systems :,

I e) Stereo Ansles Systems
t

It is asstmed that the scmmtu8 mechanism can provide
any desired data point spacln 8 at distances from 3 to 30

J meters from the vehicle. Since the date point spsctUll also

IN mm
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depends on terrain irregularities, a flat terrain is
assumed at the start, r.

J The distance L in F_g. 66 is assumed to be 1.0 meter.This is the most reasonable value for a 3 meter sensor mast

height. A targer value of L can giver smaller errcrs in

I measurement. But, as L is increased beyond one meter, thevehicle's ability to observe negative slopes is decreased.
Also, if the rece,lver is lower on the mast there is more

chance that the reflected laser beam will be blocked by

i other vehicle equipment. A rapid scan laser is assumed.
Q

Figure 68 shows a plot of standard deviation in gradl-

ent _g vs distance, b", from the vehicle for flat terrain
with 0°-relatlve slope with _L=O.OI m. The dotted lines are

for O_L=0.005m. Clearly _ has an important effect on O_sg

j for th_ stereo angles sy'-tem, especially at close range wheredecreasing o_ from 0.Olm to O.O05m reduces the value of O_sg
by fifty percent. As expected, larger data point spacing gives

i smaller values foz the standard deviation in gradient. At

close range, data point spacing of 0.66m or less is required
• because 0.66 meters is the width of the widest navigable cre-

,. vice. If _g is desired to be less than 2° it appears that
} J ¢ffLmust be about 0.005 meter or less.

|

The standard deviation in the distance L ( O_L) may re-

: suit from changes in the sensor mast, expansion or contractiondue to temperature changes, or from uncertainties caused by
: the laser equipment.

Figure 69 shows the plot of _sg versus relative in-
path slope from -27° to +50 ° at a dlitance of 4 meters from

_ the vehicle. The vehicle cannot measure negative in-path
i J" slopes of more than -27 ° because the terrain obstructs the

[ line of sight. The cross-path slope, Xl, is set co 0 ° and the -

in-path slope, x2, is varied from -27 ° to +50 °. The standard

' J" deviations c_L and _ are varied in Eq. (4)and the results
|. used in Eqs. _15) and "(16), Task C.2.a. to calculate the

i quantity o_se. In Figure 69 the data point spacing is 0.6 /
' li rater as required at the 4 meter distance. The stereo angles ,_

system estimate of the standard deviation in gradient o_sg|:
is quite sensitive to the relative in-path slope.

i1 Figure 70 shows the standard deviation in gradient _sz
I vs. relative in-path slope from -6 ° to +50 ° at a distance o!

20 meters from the vehicle. The terrain obstructs the view of

I] the in-path slopes for more than -6 ° relative slopes at 20meters. For this graph the data point spacing is 1.2 meters.

At 20 meters the stsnda_ deviation _l increases drastically

with iucreasin8 relative in-path slope.-To obtain the quantity_gt less than 3° for all relative in-path slopes up to 50"

the'standard deviations _L should be less than 0.O01m and

[I le.. than6 .
Figure 71 shows the standard deviation in gradient vs.

relative cross-path slopes from 0 ° to +50 ° for distances of 4

Ii and 20 meters with data point spacinls of 0.6 meters and 1.2

--- m
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meters respectively. If the standard deviations _A=I '

and _L = 0.O05m, or less, :he value of O'sg is less than "
2.5° e.tboth distances.

b) Stereo Range System

As in the stereo angles system, it is a3s_ed that
the rapid scan transmitter at T, (Fig. 67), can provide the
desired data point spacing for flat terrain. The separation

distances L and J are both assumed to be equal to one mecer.The one meter value is reasonable for the horizontal separation
distance J because a larger J w£11 require a more massive

support.
It is assumed that the standard deviations in Lavd J

l are equal since the system configuration is somewhat synxnetric

I in the horizontal and vertical directions. These uncertainties
may result from changes in the support dimensions and from the
laser transmitter and its 3 receivers.

!
The range standard deviations c_, _, and a_ are allassumed equal to 2 OR. These standard deviations and the data

,( point cooralnates are employed to calculate the quantity _sg
in Equation (5), Eqs. (15) and (16), Task C.2.a.

qs_._ Figure 72 shoes O'sg vs. dlf, tance, b*, from the vehlcle
• I for flat terrain wit!, relative _lopes = 0° and OR= O.O01m.

The solid llnes shoe the quantity c_R_when the value of :rL= o'j
| is 0.01m _nd the dotted lines when o_- 0_,is O.005m. The

I" standard deviations in grsdient _s, ,or t_e stereo range sys-

; |- t_ are not sensitive to the standard deviations in separation

distances ar.dV

[ [ Figure 73 18 a plot of the standard deviation in gradient
i_ vs. rrlatlve In-path slope at a distance of 4 meters from the

vehicle having data point spacing of 0.6m. In this case c_sadecreases as relative In-path slope Increases to +SO°. From°
the figure it IJ concluded that to obtain the valu_ of e_8"
to be less than 2° for most relative in-path slopas, the m_Sni-

rude of _R must be O.O01m or less and the magnitude ofmust be O,OOSm or less.

li In Figure 74 the standard deviation in sradlent is plottedasalnst relative in-path slopes st a distance of 20 maters with
data point spacing of 1.2 u_ters. In this graph the value of
the quantity _sP- increases slightly as relatlve In-path slo_

|! increases to �”�U.To obtain a max/ram standard deviation C:ss
of 2° uhem the value of _L is O.O05m, the reuse standard devle-
tlon o_ uust be about O.O05u,

The reaults which have bee_ obtained are _usmarised in Table VXXI.
• On the basis of these calculations ond ou the presente_ and projected

state of the 4...,: relating to rang_finder .devices, it Is concluded thatthe non-stereo range angle uethod studied under Task C.2.a. is superior
to both the stereo-range sad 8tereo-anslee systems.

?

II .
%
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Task C.3. Path Selection System Evaluation

. S. Boheim, M. Szymanski, G. Ditlow, R. Campbell, R. Simonds

Faculty Advisor: Prof. D. K. Frederick

The objectives of the present effort have been threefo_i: the _on-tinued development of a computer package which will provide the capabilit_r of
I'

dynamically simulating a wide variety of sensor, terrain modelling: ar L path-
, selection algorithm combinations; the generation of criteria for the quantita-

i tive evaluation and comparison of the system's performance; and the use of

these criteria in evaluating proposed systems.

i Previous efforts in the area of path-selection system evaluation have

) concentrated on the development of the major features of the computfr simulation

? package and have been summarized in Reference 18. The progress attained during

I i the past year consists of the following:
; !
' a} Extension of the program to include an emergency backup

mode and to incorporate nonzero vehicle dimensions.
l

b) Addition of indices for safety and for obstacle detection

[ errors to the quantitative performance measure.
l
J c) A comparison of the relative merits of vehicle- and

m vertical-fixed sensor configurations in terms of their

' [ effect upon path-selection system performance.

"-__-- In addition to the above tasks, considerable effort was devoted to the various

[ and sundry chores associated with the enhancement and documentation of a large
I computer program. Such items included reprogramming for reduced running time

and storage requirements and improved output.

I After a brief description of the program's structure, the specific
accomplishments noted above will be described, followed by a statement of the

I goals which have been set for the coming year.

A. Program _tructure

Ii AS indicated in Figure 75, the computer program for the simula- ._tion and evaluation of proposed path-selectlon systems has been _:
structured so that each block contains a separate function, thereby

! allowing substitution of alternate simulation schemes without majorreprogranning. Briefly, the entire system operation can be divided -_
into four major portions. These are: 1) terrain characterization,
2) path-selection system, 3) vehicle dynamics, and 4) system evalua-

1 tton and simulation display.

The terrain characterization portion Is used to generate a very

] general terrain which includes boulders, crevases, craters, and cliffs.

The path-selection system provides the functions of 1) sensor
[] operation simulation, 2) terrain modelling (i.e., determining tf an

/ |] obstacle is present at a particular heading), and 3) path-selection

_._ algorithm.

_"2 I The third major portion of the progrlm Is the vehicle dynamics
_ , _ simulation In which the response of the vehicle to the commands of

V ' • i

"_I - the path-selection systezts simulated by determinlng how the mwvlng
i |I _ehicla is affected by the terrain and how this in turn may a£fect

. .. IT the path-selection system.

mm m
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I
Finally, the system evaluation and simulation display supplies 4"

i visual information indicating what the vehicle is doing, and whatthe terrain looks like. In addition, this portion assigns a numeri-

cal value to the system's overall performance.

I In the following sections the major refinements to the
computer

package are described, followed by an evaluation of the effect of

sensor gimballing upon' the performance of the path-selection system.

I B. Vehicle Backup Capability

I In simulations reported in Ref. 18, no penalties were imposedupon a vehicle which struck an obstacle, thereby giving an unrealistic

assessment of its performance. As a means of eliminating this defici-

I ency, an emergency path-selection algorithm with optional backupcapability has been incorporated into the siml:lation package. This

subset of the path-selectlon algorithm is only used when the vehicle

i encounters an obstacle it cannot negotiate. The vehicle backup

4_ function constitutes a s_parate block, Figure 76, which can be called

• only by the emergency mode of the path-selection algorithm.

I The two major considerations taken into account during the develop-

meut of the vehicle backup capability were flexibility and realism. Any
. addition to the overall simulation program must not degrade these con-

I slderations. Flexibility is of primary importance because the substi-tution of alternative path-selection systems must be performed with a

minimum of effort for the program to be useful. Realism is necessary

_ F to ensure reliable system evaluation.

[
The backup block requires three parameters to be specified by the

¢

user, namely, the heading, speed (assumed to be constant), and distance

_ [ of the backup maneuver. The program simulates backup motion and then
passes the new vehicle location to the path-selection algorithm after

the backup is completed. Overall simulation data, such as total

elapsed time, total distance traveled, and total battery time used are
/

_ tabulated, thereby penalizing the quantitative performance evaluation i
flgure computed by the program.

The backup process i8 performed by the program in step increments
of one half meter, unless otherwise requested by the user. The block
also includes the option of simulating an ideal mechanical sensor, at

each increment. The mechanical sensor checks the safety of each incre-
ment by calculating the in-path slope immediately behind the vehicle
and comparing this slope with a prescribed limit (commonly chosen as

_I 30 degrees). If the calculated in-path slope exceeds the limit, thevehicle stops and does not traverse this increment. Control is now
returned to the emergency mode for the vehicle to receive the next

i] command. Figure 77-A show8 the simulation of a safe backup path in whichall slopes are within the allowed limit. In Figure 77-B the boulder 18

_.. detected by the sensor since the ankle 83 Is sufficiently large to ex-
ceed the slope limit.

il -
' When the control returns frem the backup procedure it is up to the

emergency mode of the path-selection algorithm to make the next decision

v
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I as to the vehicle's heading. Such a decision might call for
turnxng

the vehicle a certain number of degrees and scanning for a new path to _.
the target or perhaps providing mission control a television picture

I of the situation and waiting for instructions.

In the area of program refinements, effort has also been devoted

to endowing the vehicle with a nonzero width so that it must havesufficient clearance on each side in order to pass by an obstacle. As

origiuelly programmed the vehicle was t_2ated as a point mass and in

principle could pass between two very closely spaced boulders.
A computer simulation demonstrating a vehicle backup maneuver is

shown in Figure 78. When the vehicle fails to successfully negotiate

i the boulders a backup of six meters is performed. Upon completion of
- the backup the emergency mode commands the vehicle to turn 45 degrees

clockwise and look for a safe path. Thls procedure allows the vehicle

to find a safe path to the target.
I

' C. Performance Evaluation
E

J
The performance index that had been used to date in the simulation

consisted of an equally weighted sum of indices measuring:

I 1) path length
i, 2) time taken to arrive at target position

_ 3) battery usage timeI

I The minimum values that could be obtained by a three dimensional

straight line path from initial position to target were ussd as a

[ base line for the performance evaluation. Subsequent simulations,
_ Ref. 18, have shown that these measures alone are inadequate to evalu-

i ate the performance of a path selection system due to the fact that

[ increases in time and path length that occur when the vehicle strikes

_ an obstacle are generally small and cause only small decreases in the

i performance index. Using these mersures alone near perfect scores were
a awarded to imperfect systems that failed to detect obstacles and ran

" _ | into them.
!

To _mprove the performance evaluation two additional indices have

_ been added, namely #

4) safety index

5) detection error index
The first new index is an additional measure of path quality,

penalizing the system for approaching too close to and striking

obstacles. The second the for failing ¢o detect
penalizes systeIR any

obstacles it may encounter in its path. The manner in which each index
has been defined and implemented will be described below.

I 1. Safety Index

I Raving decided that a measure of path safety is desirable,the problem of measuring it for any arbitrary path on any arbi-
trary terrain arises. The solution decided upon consists of
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I characterizing the l_ation of each obstacle in
by a point

the horizontal (x,y) plane, computing the distance from the r

vehicle position to this location, then penalizing the system

I according to the distance between the vehicle p_sitLon andthe assigned obstacle location, The types of obstacles for

which the safety index is applicable are boulders, craters,

cliffs, and crevasses. For slopes which are too steep forthe vehicle to negotiate no specific penalties are imposed
by the safety index.

the the location of each
To Implement safety index,

obstacle is _naracterized by a point in the x,y plane, de-

noted by the coordinates Xo,Y o. For a boulder or crater,

xo and Yo are at the center of the obstacle's circular pro-
file in the x,y plane. However, since the edges of cliffs

and crevasses are second-order polynomials in the x,y plane,

I their location is characterized by that point on the edge• which minimizes the distance in the x,y plane between the

vehicle and the edge of the obstacle.

• !
The distance, denoted by D, in the x,y plane between(Xo,Yo) and the vehicle's current position is computed for

each obstacle at every sensor scan avd when the el,._rgency

I mode is activated. This distance is then converted to a

danger cost according to the function sketched in Figure 78,

where DI is the radius of a crater or boulder, or half of

I: the vehlcle's length for a cliff or crevasse and D2 is thedesired pass buffer for the obstacle type. The values of

the parameters V1 and V2 are specified by the user for each

_ obstacle included in the tprraln.
Finally, a running total, Pt, of the penaltles assessed

by the program is kept and the value of the safety index is

I computed according to the formula
L

' 1

_ { gAIeTY ISV_= 1"+' t

Clearly, the value of the safety index vlil be between 0

I and I, with unity being the maxlmu= attalnable.

2. Detection Error Index

I As indicated above, the purpose of this index is to
penallze the peth-selection system for falllng to detect an

i obstacle vhlch 1lee within its scan region during any scan
/_terval. Since the computer prosram knows th_ vehicle
location and headlus and the locatlon of each obstacle in
the x,y planes it can compare this information vlth the out-

I put of the sensor e/mulatlon to determlue if a specificobstacle has been detected, i.e., has caused the path-
selection system to detect the existence of no-go lines of

I travel within the scan region, failure to detect thepresence of no-go lines of travel in the scan region vhm

I
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an obstacle exists in the region is counted as a detectionerror and the system is penalized accordingly.
.f

The Implementatlon of the detection error index isillustrated in Figure 79, where IND is a no-go llne of
travel indicator provided by the path selectlon system thac

has _.hevalue I when the system detects a no-go llne oftravel in the scan region and 0 otherwise. !n '.hesituation
shown in Figure 79, the computer program has determined from
the size of the scan _cgion, the vehicle location and head-

Ing, and the obstacle location information, that a portionof the obstacle lies within the scan region during the
current scan interval. Since the value of the indicator

provided by the path selection system is 0 (indicating nodetection of no-go lines of travel in the scan region,during
the present scan interval) the program has counted a detec:ion

error against the _ystem.
Finally, a running total, NDE, of the number of det_c-

tlon errors assessed by the program is kept dnd the value of

_i the detection error Index:is cvmputer according to the formulaJ

, 1

DETECTIONEk_OR INDEX = 1 + NDE
Clearly, the value of the detection error index will be be-

. tween 0 and I, with unity being the maximum attainable.

The computer simulation shown in Figure 78 was run both with and

without the implementation of the ..fety and detection error indices.The vehicle backup that occurs was Ini_.iated by an Ideal mechanlcal
sensor that detected the presence of a boulder in the vehicle path
after the path selection system failed to do so oo the previous censor

Nithout the of the the selectlo_
scan. implementat ion nev indices _ path

• system being used was awarded a performance index of O._J?. This nearly "
perfect score was awarded even tho_oh th. system had failed to detect an

[ obstacle In its path on the one occeslon that an obstacle avoidanceL t situation arose.

I The sinulatlon was then dupllcated, but thl8 time the safety anddetection error indices _r _. used in the system's performance evaluatlon.
These indices were assigned weights of 0.70 and 0.15 respectively, while

the path length, battery drains and trr, vel tt_e indices were each assigneda veight of 0.05. A safety buffer of 1.5 meters from the edge of each
obstacle was specified. The results of the simulation indicate that the
w/stem was penalized for three detectiana errors and for approaching the |

I boulders to 1e88 than 1.5 meters ou three occasions, gith the implemen-tatioa of the new indices, the same system performance _s nvw a_rded
a perfomance imiex of 0.428.

I D. Sensor Orleutatlou Ccmparieoa

I 1. System Deacript ioa
One aspect of this year's work h88 been • ¢Omlmrisoa of vehicle-

i fixed and vertt_l-fixed smmor rTsteem. In the former system, the

- I
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sensor laser bc_m is maintained at a fixed angl_ of 82.4 ° with
q.

respect to the vehicle's mast which is itself fixed wi.h respect
to the vehicle. In the latter case, the beam is m_Intaincd at an

angle of 82.4 ° from the Ioca _ planet vertical, see Figure 80.

In both cases, 17 equally space• range measurements are made
within 40 ° scan ahead of the vehlcle. For modelli_g purposes, the
terrain is assumed to be linear from _ point undcrneath the vehicle
to the impingement point o£ the laser beam. By comparing the re-
sulting calculated slopes of the lines from the point under the
vehicle to the 17 impingement points v'tth acceptable maximum an _
minimum slopes of + 30 degrees, the terrain modeller builds _ ]7u

element go/no-go _,,ap corresponding to th- 17 ?ossible I aths in _ont
,, of the vehicle. That dlrecti._n closest to t,lecurrent target" headln 6

Is selected £or travel.|

If the slope is to_ great for _ravel in the direction the vehicle

i8 currently heading, the surroundi_g paths are successively investi-

gated until an unobstructed path is locat_d and a steering c_m_nand

I t generated. Should all 17 paths indicate _ostacles, i.e., slopes which

]_ are too great, *he vehicle rotates 30 ° cloc':wlse and repeats its scan.The vehicle is initially pointed to_.ard its tareet position and the
| [ told-range sensor is used ¢-ve_- 3 seconds.

2. Terrain Description

"I 1 The two sensor systems _ere compared by us£_,g the computerprogca_ to slmulate their responses over four terrains. In each
, case the terralv consisted of a sloping plane containing either a
[ boulder or _ crater directly between the vehicle's stcrtlng l:_int
! and target. The terrain parameters are summarized in Table IX below.

TABLE IX
I_RRA IN PARAMETERS

Terrain In-?atb Cross-Path ObstacleHumber Slope Slope Type

--. (degreet) _d=Krees_ , --

I - 25 :) Soulder

2 0 25 Bo_lder

3 + 25 0 Crater ,_

4 + 25 , 0 Boulder

3. System Performr.¢e

' Cases ver_ first run in the abseece of any randan effects 8z_
_I then random holt's yam added co the deteruinlstic values of the

;. vohicle'w ln-pat,_ and cross*path 81opae tu order to 8hmubtte sensor

"- l} attitude ctumsu8 caused by paasiu8 over an irrqulAJr terrain surface,

t I e.8., mall rockJ, and depressions. The terrain map and vehicle path
Saner•ted by • eipical run •re ohm In F/sure 81.

m = I
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I While the terrain modelling subsystem and the path-selection i
algcrithm used in these comparisons are not the most effective

, which can be designed and the terrains used are certainly not com-
_ prehensive, certain conclusions can be drawn from the results

a) The vehicle-fixed sensor gave more reliable %-

dicatious of positive obstacles than the vertical-
fixed one.

! b) Both systems are sensitive to cross-p_th slopes,
! but the vertical-fixed version more so than the

other.

i c) Negative obstacles, e.g., craters, appear to pose

] more serious detection problems than positive ob-

stacles, e.g., boulders for both types of systems.

I d) Direct range measurements seem to provide a better

inaication of positive obstacles than the computer

slope values u_ed in the simulations.

E. S'_nmary

! Due to the nature of the computer simulation task which has

• been undertaken, it is necessary to continue to improve upon the

program's efficiency and realism as it is being used to evaluateproposed path-selection systems. Furthermore, as the program gr_#=

in size and complexity, the problems of documentation and handling

grow. As more experience is gained in evaluating various path-selec-
tion systems, the effectiveness of the present quantitative evalua-

' [" tlon criteria must be scrutinized carefully and Improved upon where
I. deemed necessary. As a natural consequence of carrying out system

evaluationf efforts should be devoted to devising new path-

selection systems which hopefully are capable of performing betterthan those studied to date.

The activities of the coming year will be devoted to the tasks

listed below, along with their dates:
target

1. Refinement of the s£mulatiouprogram:

Addition of sideways roll (Dec. 1973)
and wheel slippage (May 1974)

I 2. Development of standardized test terrains (Dec. 1973)
3. Study of vehicle behavior using only a short range

i (say 2 meters) sen_or (March 1974)
4. Shnulatlou and evaluation of the Cornell path-

selection system (Dec. 1973)

i In addition to the above tasks, there are the ongoing tasks of Im-

i proving the staulation program and evaluating alternative path-selection
I systelas.

- _.., i n

"_lmll_,'_ ..... _ _ - _'_
i
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I Task D. Chemical Analysls of Specimens
r"

One important phase of the initial missions to Mars is th- search

I for organic matter and living organisms on the martian surface. The presentconcept for attaining this objective consists of subjecting samples of the

atmosphere and surface material to certain chemical and biochemical reactions

I and thereafter analyzing the products produced, probably in a combination gaschromatograph/mass spectrometer (GC/MS). The gas chromatograph is proposed

for separating complex mixtures evolved from the experiments into small groups

of similar chemical species. Chemical analysis of these groups would be

I in the It is the of this task to
accomplished mass spectrometer. objective

provide engineering techniques and criteria for designing such a system.

I The overall concept of the chemical analysis system is shown schema-tically in Figure 82. Most of the previous effort has involved an analysis

of the gas chromatograph using simulation, Ref. 19 and 20. This technique

I uses mathematical models, which incorporate fundamental parameters evaluatedfrom reported experiments, to explore various concepts and to direct further

experimental research. The objectives of the task have been extended to
include preliminary studies of the entire chemical analysis s_,,stem. Systemi

_ i topics being considered include carrier gas generation and removal, and
limitations imposed by and upon the mass spectrometer.

} i The task problems were attacked by a four-member team, each of whom

pursued a specific assignment:

I 1. GC/MS system concepts
a. Mass spectrometer system characteristics
b• Carrier gas generation and removal

I 2. Chromatographic system analysis

I a. Hulticomponent chromatographyb. Chromatograph model improvement

I D.I GC/MS System Concepts

D.l.a. Mass Spectrometer System Characteristics - M. P. Badawy

" _ i Faculty Advisor: Prof-L P. K. Lashmet

It is the function of the mass spectrometer to provide mass :_

I spectra for several inputs, Figure 82. This subtask had as its _objective the characterization of the major properties of the mass
spectrometer, the resultlng relations to provide direction in de-
signing an instrument suitable for this space mission. In parti-

I cular, those characteristics Influenclng power, weight, and volumerequirements of the system were of primary concern, Re£. 21.

I Prior work provided a parametric study of the coupling betweenthe magnetic field and electrostatic potentlal _n determining the
ion masses to be detected• Instrtmmnt resolution and the nature of

i the ionizing process were investigated during the past year•
Itesolutlen, or the ability of the instrument to differentiate

between 81milar masses at a given t/me, 18 est/mated for the single

I .
I.

• • -- .................... d

' ' il........ _ ........... _ - -- " _ - _ -

I
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focusing spectrometer as follows, Ref. 22, 23:
C"

_M/M = s'+s" + Z_V
am V

where

s',s" = slit widths at the source and detector ends, respectively

a = magnetic field radius of curvature
m

V = voltage used for deflection of mass M

I
} V = voltage equivalent to range of masses emanating from ;

the electrostatic field at different velocities

M = dispersion in m.ss detected

Similar but more complicated results for the double focusing mass spectro-I

I]) meter have also been developed, Ref. 21. These re._ultsemphasize theJ _

._q_ importance of the slit widths, the radius of curvature of the magnetic
Y spectrum analyzer, and the energy spread of the instrument. Table X

!. [ summarizes the physical parameters of three mass spectrometers and pre-sents their respective mass resolutions as estimated from the above
equations. Higher mass resolution can be achieved with more complicated

, [ designs, e.g., the toroldal electric sector field design, Ref. 24.
[ However, for the current preliminary studies, the characteristics of the

, more simple, single or double focusing designs are satisfactory for
: representing the basic treatment.

'1
Instrument sensitivity or the minimum concentration level detect-

: able is determined to a great extent by the ionization process. The
: [ performance of the ionization chamber, b_sed on an electron impact

I source is characterized by the followlng equation, Ref. 25 and 26:

where

I, Ie = ion and electron currents, respectlvely

b = ion extraction efficiency .,

I H = molecular density

[i o' - ionisation cross-sectlon
I!

s - effective electron path lensth

of the eq_tion. Ionization cross-sections for s_nKle electron emission
,_' were available, Ref. 27. However, because knovledse of the components in "

] the Kas to be analyzed was uncertain, and determlnatlon of _he ionizationfrap_nts was coupllcated, it appeared that theoretlcal treat-ent of the
ionisation process was beyond the scope o£ this prel/Ltnary study.

i ...... _m- L.,........ _ - -,,r- -- --
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Experimental relations between the ion and electron currents will be
sought to complete this phase of the task. G

I Further work was concerned with determining the effect of majordesign variables upon power consumption of the mass spectrometer.

Figure 83 shows schematically the relation between the various power-

I consuming elements of the instrument. Most recent studies involvedestimates of power associated with the filament of the ionization
chamber.

I In generating an electron emission current for ionizing the
chemical specimens, the filament is a power consumer. Filament power,

as determined by the filament current and its resistance, is aissi-

I pated through three mechanisms:

I. Power associated with the electron emission current

I which is dependent upon filament temperature and volt-age. These effects are demonstrated in Figure 84 which

is adapted from Ref. 28.

I 2. Thermal radiation between the hot filament and the
cooler envelope of the ionization chamber. This

effect is proportional to the fourth power of the

I filament temperature.

3. Molecular conduction by gas molecules in the space

I between the filament and the chamber envelope. Thiseffect is proportional to the gas pressure, Ref. 29
and, because of the low pressures of the mass spectro-

I meter, is generally of secondary importance.
The steady state energy balance, obtained by equating the Joulean

heating of the filament to the dissipation terms, was investigatet for

I several voltages and electron areas. Table XI summarizes some
emitting

of the studies and shows filament power is inefficiently used in pro-
ducing an emission current. At the high _ilament temperatures cou-

I sidered, most of the energy is dissipated as thermal radiation. Radia-tion shields may well improve this energy utilization. These data also
show that fine filaments are required.

i •These studies have determined the essential features of the filsnent.

Future work will involve estimation of emission current ranges required in

the mass spectrometer and the physical dimensions and voltage which re-

I suit in minimum input After these studies are completed, the
power.

accelerating chamber, the masnet, and the vacuum pumping system will be
considered.

!
D.l.b. Carrier Gas Ceueratlon and Removal - C. W, Jarva

Faculty Advisor: Prof. P. K. iashmet

I Carrier gas, which is relatively inert with respect to the samples
being analyzed and which must be /n supply for an appreciable part of

i the mission, is required to propel minute samples through the columnof the gas chromato6raph. On arriving at the mass spectrometer, which

operates at a low pressure (_ 10 -4 torr), the major portion of this

!
• |
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I carrier gas must be separated from the sample and must be removed
from the system. Thus the systems for generating, separating, and

i removing t,tecarrier gas are important to overall system design andoperation. It is the objective of this subtask to genprate the
basic characteristics and Iimltatlons of several promising concepts
to aid in the design of the final overall system.

I A study was undertaken, Ref. 30, to determine, as a function of
the initial charge pressure, the physlcal characteristics of a

I spherlcal, hlgh-pressure tank for storing the amount of carrier gasnecessary for experimentation. Because of diffusion of the carrier
gas, assumed to be hydrogen, through the vessel wall and its leakage

I through welds, valves, etc., Ref. 31 and 32, the gas storage capacitywas greater than the requirement for the experimentation. Diffusion
rates were determined from reported data, Ref. 33. To estimate leak-
age through welds and valves, it was assumed the vessel would be

I subjected to helium leak detection when charged to a practical pres-
sure taken as 34 atmospheresin this case. _he minimum leak detectable
by modern leak detectors, about 10-6 atm, cmJ/sec, Ref. 32, was extra-

. polated to account for hydrogen as the gas and for the actual charge: _' pressure. The vessel wall thickness was estima_.ed from standard
_q_ equations, Ref. 34.

rl
Estimates of vessel size and weights as affec_.ed by cb=cg= pres-

sure and operating time are shown in Figures 85 and 86. These estimates
are based on the following assumptions:

l 1. Construction - fiber reinforced stainless steel
containing 1/3 metal by volume, Ref. 35.

, [_. 2. Allowable working stress - 4.5 x 108 N/2
(66,000 psi), l_f. 35.

: I 3. Gas floe rate for experiments - 2 st d om3/min, Ref. 36.

4. Flight time to 14are - slx mont,ts

.!
_' 5. l_x_ temperature - 300°K

[ processes contributed only about ll to the vessel volmne. The vessel
weights, shown in Fig. 86 to be apprm¢lnately independent of charge

I pressure, ere for the shell only. The pressure regulator and itsmountlnl bess will contribute an additional one ken appr_inately.

It was • major objective of thl8 study to examine the merits of

I the vecsel espocinlly relative to a water electrolyzlnS
Ins storlge

¢eU proposed earlier, Ref. 37. It 18 estimated that the gas storage
tank viii weigh appr_inately 60_ sore than a comparable electrolyzing

I cell systems but will occupy about the 8_me space depending up(m thecherge pressure. It thus appears that if rellgble fiber-reinforced
vessels herons about four tines the •llmmbin working stresses of

• stainless steel, can be fabrl_Jted, the concept of the high-pressure
| storage vessel he8 premise, ecpectally since the system Is s/nple.

' !
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I Except for possible minor improvements in the calculational
procedures, this preliminary study has been completed, and a technical I

report will be issued in the near future. I
f

A carrier gas removal system must be considered because the opera- L

tlng pressure of the mass spectrometer is about I0-v times the pressure I

expected in the chromatograph, Ref. 38. The palladiur_-silver alloy/

hydrogen gas separator has been proposed, Ref. 36. In such a system,

hydrogen flowing in a palladium tube diffuses rapidly through the heated

tubing wall in comparison to other gaseous materials. This subtask is

concerned with developing technical procedures suitable for the design

' of such a ur't as well as with assessing its merits.

i For the initial studies, the steady state of a system containing
only hydrogen was considered, Ref. 30. Hydrogen diffusion rate through

a palladium wall is proportional to the difference between the square

roots of the hydrogen gas pressures at each face of the wall because of

i dissociation during diffusion, Ref. 39. From this diffusion rate equa-
tion, a first order, nonlinear, differential equation was de_eloped

which related the rate of material flowing at any point in the tube toi

_ the rate the gas diffused out of the system. Combined wlth a second

t
order nonlinear momentum balance equation, a describing set of equations

for this system was formed which required numerical solution. This

I analysis assumed a flat velocity profile, pure hydrogen flowing through
i the palladium tube (no presence of sample), and radial flow of the

diffusing gas through the palladium walls.

These first studies showed the hydrogen pressure to be approximately

, constant over the tubing length, thereby eliminating the need for the
momentum balance. The remaining rate equation was integrnted directly.

, _ Figure 87 shows the estimated hydrogen flow rate as a fr_ tion of the

t inlet flow rate for such a palladium tube under the following conditions,
Ref. 36:

I 10-3
t

, Inside radius of tube - 7.6 x cm

'_ Thickness of tube wall - 7.6 x 10 -3 cm

-I
Hydrogen pressure within tube - 4 arm

: i Hydrogen pressure outside tube - 0 at_

i Temperature - 47 and 573 des K.

I 'For thls simplified system mo_el, approximately all of the hydrcgen

i 1 would have diffused through a tube 0.27 meter In length. Thls compares

to an experlmental value of 0.31 meter, Ref. 36, an indication the
Iwxlel and diffusion coefficients reasonably represent the system.

In an actual system, it Is expected that the mass velocity of Figure|

I_ 87 will approach zero asymptotlcally because of the presence of s_nples
|/

which essentially do not diffuse through the tubing wall. In the future,

iiI oto o_bvop
U present study also considered the hydrogen pressure outside the palla-dlum tube to be appro_L_ately zero. Pumping means such as combining

the diffused hydrogen with oxygen on the tubing wall, Ref. 36, is a

U
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ii i

| I i I i
Inlet flow - 2 std cu cm/min
Pressure, inside - 4 arm

I Pressure, outside - 0 arm1.0 - Tube O.D - 0.30 m_1
Tube I.D - 0.15 mm

I
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r _ Figure 87. Lem_th-Flow Profile for PalladAum Separator
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I topic of future work. Other topics worthy of consideration include
i

[
estimations of mechanical breakdown due to temperature and pressure G
cycling and chemical breakdowns due to contaminants.

D.2. Chromatographic System Analysis

D.2.a. Multicomponent Chromatography - A. J. Meisch
Faculty Advisor: Prof. P. K. Lashmet

Linear mathematical models of the chromatograph have been developed

for single chemical components and have been solveo, analytically for

an impulse input, Ref. 20, 40 and 41. Other work, Ref. 19, which used

data from a chromatographic test facility, has shown that convolution of

i the actual input data with the theoretical normalized impulse response

gives a reasonable representation of the actual chromatogram for a single

I component.
i

It was the objective of this subtask to experimentally evaluate

the mathematical model for multicomponent chemical systems using super-

position of single component data. Specifically the equilibrium adsorp-i tlon model, Ref. 41, was considered:

i Y(8) = I 0 Pe/4_- 03 exp [-(Pe/4_ 0) (e-_)2 1

where

I _ = 1 + t"/mRo)

I e = dimensionless time - vt/L

i
: v ffi carrier gas velocity

1 t - time

L • colunm length
I

• [ Pe = the Peclet number, a dimensionless measure of
sample diffusion in the carrier gas

[ "
mR0 = a thermodynamic parameter, specific to the _

chemical system considered _

[. Y = to a unitcomposition response impulse

This model assumes the gas at each point to be in equilibrium with the

_i solid adsorbent; i.e., the column is very long. The Peeler uumber iss function of the fluid mechanics and the physical properties of the

system and is predictable, Reg. 20. The parameter mRO is specific to

_i the systam and is detemined from the systamdata using a curve fittingtechnique, Ref. 19.

Extension of the model to multicomponeut chemical systems usingsuperpositiou of pure component data was proposed. Experimental work

reported earlier, Reg 20 on the binary system n-peutaue/n-heptant ou
a mtcroporous adsorbent Chromosorb 102 column (see Table XlI) showed

I" # , , _w _....... _. .... :. _ . ... :-- ............. -, _, . 1, . _ _
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• '._hromosorb 102 .Carbowax 1500
;- ,. , • •

-,

_.ength(cm) loo loo . ..

Outside Diame%er (cm)" 0._E" 0._2
•. ° • .

Inside Diameter(cm) 0.22 • 0.22
t

. 6o/so. /so .-

i - Particle Slze(cm) 0.025/0.0177 O.025/0.O177
e"

¢0.mposition Microporous Polyethylene Glycol

._ ! .. S£yrene-Divinyl 20Wpby weight
• . _enzene Polymers ."

. Te.mperatureRange Room-250oc Room_l_OOC

Application Separation of low Separation of high "
• .molecular weight, boiling polar corn-

very pol__rsub- pounds. G_ eral
• - stances such as purpose co.urm for

• ...b- water, alcohols, polar samples.
amlnes, acids, .-

..
esters, ketones, • -

• .. . ethers, aldehydes,

i . _ and to a limited ." " extent, lizht gases. .
t • • "e

" I " " " • " • a• o

• • • *. •

.e *"

i '
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•
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I
superposition was only a first order approximation and large devia- _
tions were noted. This subtask had as its objecti_e the verifica-

I tion of the previously observed discrepancies and the generation ofadditional multicomponent chromatographic data, Ref. 42.

Chromatographic data for the system n-pentane/heptane on theporous Chromosorb 102 column have been obtained at 150, 175, and
O

200 C and for mixtures contalning zero to 100% n-pentane by weight.

As shown in rigurc 88, the pcak times for the multicomponent systemlagged peak times predicted from superposition of the pure component
data. This time lag occurred for both compounds for all mixtures con-
sidered as shown typically in Table XIII and it increased as the com-

ponent composition became more dilute.

The peak time is primarily related to the parameter mRQ, Ref. 41.

As the peak time varies with sample composition, it is posslble thatmR0 is composition dependent. The component compositions in the helium
carrier gas are not small (r_ 10-2 mole fraction), and there may be

possible interaction effects at the adsorbent surface. Figure 89 showsthe values of mR0 necessary to superimpose the model upon the dat_.
This is empirical, and future work will consider interact:_ns between
the system differential equations.!

, I To determine if these interaction ef'ects were attributable to the

porosity of the Chromosorb 102 adsorbent, the chromatographic separation

of n-pentane and n-heptane was attempted on a nonporous Carbowax 1500column described in Table XII. Separation was not effected because of
similar adsorption characteristics and large sample dispersion of the

I input sample. Possible modifications to the injection device to reducethe input pulse width as well as selection of a more favorable adsorbent
are being considered.

1
To improve data handling and consistency, a more automated data

processing scheme outlined in Figuz_ 90 _s considered. Implementation
|" of the proposal with existing major hardware appeared feasible. How-
l_ ever, manual analysis of the stripchart chromatograms yielded about

: twice the resolution obtainable from the automatic processing system
_ which was limited by the A/D converter of the available minicomputer.
| The proposal was rejected s and possible changes to the detector control

circuits to obtain fuU scale readings with most samples are being

considered. _i
7

Experlmental studies on the porosity and pore-slze distribution
of the adsorbents were begun. These data are required for accurate J
prediction by the improved mathematical models being developed (see fTask D.2.b.). Initial data were obtained with a mercury porosimeter !using a sample holder more suited to coarse adsorbent particles than

I to the 60/80 mesh particles of the chromatographic columns. The dataappeared qualitatively reasonable, and work will continue upon receipt
, of a more suitable sample holder.
.

I

l!
i
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D.2.b. Chrc_,atogr_h P.cde! - P. T. WoodrowTmprovement
Faculty Adviscr- Prof. P. K. Lashmet

I Prior to July 1972 the mathematical model of the chromatographiccolumn was based on a packing material which either was non-porous or
allowed pore diffusion and subsequent adsorption to occur at such a

high rate that the resultant system dynamics were not significantly

affected. Thus, in modeling the system, only interparticle and
adsorbed phase mass balances were consldered._applicable partial
differential equations, assumptions, initial conditions, and boundary

I conditions have been presented elsewhere, Ret. 20. These equations
showed the predicted chromatogram to be a function of three variables:

I mR_ = a thermodynamic parameter, specific to theo chemical system considered

uu measure of diffusion rates to the adsorbent surfaceI Nt^ = the number of transfer units, a dimensionless

Pe = the Peclet number, a dimensionless measure of sample

7_ I diffusion in the carrier gas.
-T

Solutlons to this system of equations have been reported, and casesi

R of equilibrium adsorption (NtoG-> Oo) and non-equilibrium adsorption
(Ntfm is finite) have been compared with experimental data, Ref. 20. It
was-_oncluded that for the ranges of parameters encountered in typical

I chromatographs, consideration of a finite rate of mass transfer (Nto Gis finite) yields minor, at best, improvement in output chromatogram-
predictions. In addition, the predictions of peak height and spreading
were inadequate for some exper -ental conditions and chemical systems.

I It appeared that another mechanism not considered in the model formula-
• tlon was responsible for the discrepancies between prediction and experl-

' ment. As the adsorbent (Chromosorb 102) was porous, Table Xll, the

I mechanism of intrapar_icle diffusion warranted investigation.

i Consideration of the intraparticle diffusion process as well asI the rate of surface adsorption yielded a new system of equations shownin Figure 91 and having the folloving parameters and variables not
defined prevlously:

I m = thermodynamic equillbrlum constant

N.,, = the number of reactor units, a d/_enslonless

I " measure of the rate of adsorption _

I_ A = iutraparticle l_clet number, a dlmusloaless

I measure of diffusion rates within the particle

Peg = Interpartlcle l_clet number, a dh_nsionless

I _asure of diffusion rates in the carrier gas ,
L/R = ratio of colmm length to partlcla radius _;

I L, - molas of fluld in mole of
partlcin ._r adsorption

s£tu

I r = Intrapartlcle space variable, d/_nslcalase

"_

"_'_s '' "" .-- __ , ,i

............... ,t ..... _ _T ....

i
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x = adsorbed phase co. )ositlon, dimensionless

y = iuterpartlcle gas phase composition, dimensionless r

I Yi = intraparticle gas phase composition, dLmensionless

I y* = equilibrium intraparticle _as phase composition,i dimensionless

z = longitudinal position in coltmm, dimensionless
anAs aid to envisioning the various transport processes iucor-
inporated this ne_Jchromatograph system formulation, Figure 92 is

In Int_e_particle _:egion, transported by
included. the material is

convection (i.e., by carrier gas flow) and by turbulent and molecular

diffusion in the axial direction, which is characterized by the inter-

particle Peclet group, Pe E. The transport from the interparticle--"--region to the intraparticle region is characterized by the d_mensiou-

less mass transfer coefficient, Nto G. Transport by diffusion within

the particle - the intUit_particle region - is characterized by theint_.utEaparticle Peclet group, Pe A. The rate of adsorption from the
,. lutrapartlcle gas phase to the adsorbed phase within the particle is

: | characterized by NRU, the number of reactor units.
I

The transfer function of the system of Figure 91 is given in
Figure 93. Before attempting an inversion of this equation, a moment

I analysis of the model hereafter designated as the Inter-IntrapartlcleAdsorption Hodel was undertaken to determine gross behavior.
L_

i_': I The three moments of a chromatogram, Ref. 41,

" q) a)

_.( _= y @ yd@

,. -O -@

#

| '

m which are derivable directly free the system trmnefer function and theneemte of the input or staple injection pulse, 8ire am IMlcatLee of
the time for peek appearance) the dleperlLou, and the 8hew reSlp_tlvely.

I
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I CHROMATOGRAPHIC COLUMN

I INTER-INTRAPARTICLE MODEL CONCEPTS G

__

I _ __---_-----

! _-,)(_ () r,_ .

I - .' _:J_'_____
-_ITRANSPORT BY TURBULENT

i /AND MOLECULAR DIFFUSION

I TRANSPORT FROM INTER-PARTICLE TO INTRAPARTICLE
_ION

I -_
• IoAs-FLOW=

I

I

TRAI:SPORT BY BULK AND/OR
I KNUDSEN DIFFUSION

I TRANSPORT BY ADSORPTION/
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1

Tables XIV and XV compare chromatograph moments obtained from

ethylene and acetone data, Ref. 20, with predictions from the inter-

particle equilibrium adsorption model, Ref. 41 (see section D.2.a. _

above) and the new model. A priori calculation of (L/R), PeA , PeE,

NtoG was possiblo from the experimental conditions. The values of

mRO determined earlier, Ref. 20, were _sed, and computations wt_o
made for several values of NRU. In both cases the new model more

closely predicts the mean/pj I although differences between the two
models and the data are small. More importantly, the new model is

capable, in both cases, of better predicting the dispersion J_2' and

more closely approximates the skew _3" The values of NRU necessary
' for matching _2 for both systems are of the same order o_ magnitude

and are in reasonable accord with other independent data, Ref. 43.

The differences in the gross behaviors of the two systems as repre-

i sented by the respective moments is primarily a result of the parameter,

mR0 as all other parameters are of the same order of magnitude. As a
result of the moment analyses and parametric studies, it appears that

the proposed model will yield more adequate chromatogram prediction.

The solution to the equations of Figure 91 is presently being

_ . | considered. It appears that inversion of the transfer function of
! Figure 93 is not feasible, and an analytical solution is probably not

realizable. The simplified situation of negligible mass transfer

i resistance (NtoG-_ :_ ) and equilibrium adsorption (NRu -_ _) was alsoinvestigated. It appeared that the resulting transfer function while

c°nsiderably less complicated, is also not easily inverted. Thus, the

% _ application of an appropriate numerical technique is required for the

I solution of the system equations.

_ Prior to obtain the fln_l numerical solution, several preliminary

studies were required. The se:_ond order equations of Figure 91 require
two boundary conditions which prsscribe the solution behavior at two
points in the space domain, as well as a set of initial conditions.
Thus a complete description of the interparticle mass balance of Figure

91 becomes

l (i/Pc)(__9_2)- (_.:,a_)- _ = (ay/_) (i)

I[ ,(,,0,.o
y (o,e)= AS O • o (3)

I where R is the rate of adsorption of the samples. Equations 3 and 4 _i'

are the boundary conditions that have been prevlously used for develop-

I _ent of the analytical models. However, use of Equation 4 as a terminalboundary condition is /mpractlcal for ntmerical treatment an/ must be °
replaced with an appropriate finite terminal boundary condition. It is
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TABLE X IV

MOMENT ANALYSIS AND PARAMETRIC
r"

STJDY - ETHYLENE 50°C.

(_) (2)
taro WI tobserved Plt predicted _i; predlcted

o.194 26.475 25.986 23.719 '
t
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I
also desirable that the solution obtained by use of the finite terminal G.
boundary condition possess the same characteristics at the column out-

I let (z = I) the infinite column 4 the
as solution, using Equation aS

terminal boundary condition.

A possible alternate boundary condition sometimes encountered insimilar diffusions problem is the zero-derlvative condition

Jy(zo, o)Id . : o; >-i ; o >o (5)

To develop guidelines on the use of Equation 5, two cases were compared
via moment analysis:

I Case I Case II

Equation I, R = O Equation I, R = 0

I Equations 2, 3, 4 Equations 2, 3, 5

Specifically, parametric studies were made by moment analysis to

I) errors associated with letting z0 be I as a function

1 Peand

2) the smallest Zo, as a function of Pe that could bef

• I used to approximt_ infinite colunm behavior at z of I.
These results are summarized in Tab /I. Thus criteria have been

• developed for accurate use of a fini¢ terminal boundary condition
I which can be accommodated in a numerical procedure.

Considerable effort has been spent in evaluating several numerical

I methods for solving the partial differential equation set of Figure 91.The implicit Crank-Nicolsonmathod, which is based on finite difference _i

representation of the derivatives, appears impractical for this pulse

I propagation problem because of restrictions in space and time discreti- '_
)

rations to maintain numerical stability. This appears primarily caused

by the large Peclet number values (1000 to I0,000) encountered in these

I systems, i
The method of weighted residuals (Hi, R), Ref. 44, offers promise. ,-

In this method, the exact solution is appr_imated by a trial solution

I o£ the form: c

i=l

!
!
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I TABLE XVI.CRITERIA FOR USING FINITE BOUNDARY CONDITION

I Case I: infinite boundary condition -
Case II: finite boundary condition

I
Safe z0 Safe z0 ,

I Pe (_I,I = UI,II)* (_2,I = _2,II)_H_

i 2 9.791 11.7684 5.254 6.021
8 3.043 3.328
16 1.978 2.073

I 32 1.h67 1.49064 1.223 1.222
128 1.io6 ' 1.o44

, _ | 2_ 1.05o 1.oo2
| 512 i.024 z.0005

I024 i.011 i.0001

I 2048 1.oo5 i.oooo*,o96 1.oo2 z.oooo
:_- 8192 1.001 1.0000

" I i

!l I . :
I.

I
r_i,

I
i

I _ I• * . _ lO-8",..,',Il !
** T_,_-r_,i_-.<lo'B I! !

|

I , "°

o

I •
m I
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I where _i(z) are a set of trial functions and _ (z) satisfiesO
the bounda_ conditions. If the trial solution is substituted _nto

l the partial differential equation, a residual, R, is foxed. In MWRthe weighted integrals of the residual are set to zero:

/ wj Rd V = 0 , J - I, 2, ... NV

where wj is a weighting function. _ the orthogonal collocationversion of the method, the weighting functions are families of ortho-

gonal polynomials. This method has been shown applicable to s_ilar

dlffusion-type problems, Ref. 44. The applicati_ of orthogonalcollocation to the system models under c_sideration is the present

area of endeavor. It is anticipated that a technical report dealing

with this subtask from July, 1972 through August, 1973 will be issued

I during September, 1973.

I

I

I

I

I

!

I
I
I

" I
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I V. Educational Col_siderations

In addition to the technical goals outlined earlier, this project

t
has the objective of prom, ing the education of engineering students in di-

rections and dimens_on_ not normally encountered in formal programs of study.

In brief, the project activity provides real problems of substance whose

i solutions are obtained not by the application of expedient simplifications

to make them manageable but rather according to the technical needs that

I
realisticaily apply to the situation. Accordingly, the students lea:n to

aceonl_odate to trade-offs between competing values and to work _ith boundary

conditions and constraints originating with the factual situations and which

,J _ _ may be compounded by the interfacing of tasks. In this type of environment,

[ the student perceives that his role in professional practice will normally

° | involve a significant amount of interaction wLth other individuals and that

I his work cannot proceed independently and without consideration of and Im-

pingement by the work of others. Furthermore, he Is forced to obtain, under-

i | stand and utilize knowledge which is on occasion far removed from his own

/,

| speciality field and to undertake research when necessary to obtain t_.e re-

I
' quired information. Although the very nature of the problems and the faculty

I !_ _" perspective emphasize the relevance and importance of the technical goals,
IL.

the periodic visits o_ Dr. Carrett Paine of Jet Propulsion, and on occesiou

of other NASA ::epresentatives, to review progress reinforce these concepts

dramatically.
From au educational point of view, the project has proven to be an

I unqualified success. Larse nunber8 of students (approximately I00 in five

years) have had the unique experience ef a real-life imvolvement in engineer-

: ,:_ -- in s problems within the context of their formal education. Although the

F:_ I majority of participatimS students have been candidates for the Haster of
IS

_" -J Kneimeerius deeree, a 8isnificant number have pursued the doctoral desree
_lr,1
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I and a substantial number of undergraduates have been involved. While a
r

fraction of the students receive financial support from the project, the

I majority have elected to participate in order to receive ac,ldemic c_edit.

I The latter students are self-supporting, hold fellowships or are retained
as teaching assistants. The fact that so many of them have elected to work

on the project to gain academic credit indicates the interest which the

project has generate.! and the educational value that the participating

I students perceive to be related with this activity.

I During the past year from July I, 1972 to June 30, 1973, a total

of 34 students have been involved in the project. Of this group, 3 are

",_ i following a doctoral program, 18 are, or were, candidates for a master's

| degree and the remaining 13 were undergraduates. A number of the under-

graduates intend to continue their involvement in the project.

I This substantial interest by the students indicates that the NASA

l support iI contributing significantly and meaningfully to their education.
Furthermore, the effort to resolve crucial problems related to an unmanned

II _ I mission tO Mars has been amplified by the technical contributions of stu-

dents who are receiving no or very littl_ financial support from the project.

Thus, this NASA project has the unique benefits of providing technical

i upport to national goals in space exploration and of enhancing engineering
education at Rensselaer.

[
I
I
I
I

I
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